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5.6.

TOURISM PORT DOUGLAS DAINTREE KPI STRATEGIES 2020/2021

REPORT AUTHOR

Mary Martin, Tourism and Economic Development Officer

MANAGER

Lisa Golding, Acting Manager People and Community Services

DEPARTMENT

People and Community Services

RECOMMENDATION
That Council receives and notes the following three reports required under the
Resource and Performance agreement with Tourism Port Douglas Daintree (TPDD)
dated 1 July 2020 to 30 June 2021 between TPDD and Douglas Shire Council:
1. Tourism Port Douglas Daintree Destination Tourism Plan 2025 Draft
2. Tourism Port Douglas Daintree Event Strategy 2025
3. Tourism Port Douglas Daintree Brand Review 2021
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Council has formally received the attached reports as part of the existing Resource and
Performance Agreement with Tourism Port Douglas Daintree (TPDD) for the purpose of
developing the regional economy through the marketing of the Douglas Shire as a
destination to the local, international and domestic markets.
TPDD under the performance agreement had five (5) of KPI’s to deliver for the year
2020/2021.






Marketing Strategy- delivered
Destination Tourism Plan
Event Strategy
Digital Strategy- delivered
Brand Analysis

TPDD have delivered the following attached papers completing their required KPI’s under
the Performance agreement.




Brand Analysis
Destination Tourism Plan (draft)
Event Strategy

BACKGROUND
In accordance with the Resource and Performance Agreement, Council's 2020/2021 Budget
provided $250,000.00 (GST Exc) in funding to support the delivery of activities and key KPI’s
by TPDD to support tourism in the Shire.
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COMMENT
TPDD under the Resource and Performance agreement requires five (5) KPI’s to be
delivered for the year 2020/2021.






Marketing Strategy- delivered
Destination Tourism Plan
Event Strategy
Digital Strategy- delivered
Brand Analysis

PROPOSAL
It is proposed the council note the attached reports in accordance with the Resource and
Performance Agreement, the attached reports represent the completion of the 5 KPI’s
designed to better equip the Douglas Shire for potential growth in the Tourism sector with
particular focus on clear and demonstrable strategies for growth.
FINANCIAL/RESOURCE IMPLICATIONS
The Resource and Performance Agreement between Council and TPDD for 2020/21
provided a total of $250,000.00 (GST Exc) and required delivery of 5 Key KPI’s.
RISK MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS
In accordance with the Resource and Performance Funding Agreement, Council’s
contribution in funding will be acquitted annually, and acquitted quarterly on delivery of
monthly and quarterly reporting.
SUSTAINABILITY IMPLICATIONS
Economic:

Supports economic development in the region through promoting
tourism.

Environmental:

Promotes and markets eco-tourism.

Social:

Supports and promotes tourism, arts and cultural industries.

CORPORATE/OPERATIONAL PLAN, POLICY REFERENCE
This report has been prepared in accordance with the following:
Corporate Plan 2019-2024 Initiatives:
Theme 1 - Celebrating Our Communities
Douglas Shire Council embraces the diversity of our communities and values the
contribution that all people make to the Shire. We recognise that it is a core strength of the
region. We acknowledge our past so that it may guide us in the future. We recognise the
wrongs done to our Indigenous community and we actively seek to reconcile so that we may
all benefit from and enjoy our Shire. We acknowledge early European settlers who forged
an agricultural base for our economy, and we welcome all new arrivals as part of our broader
community.
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Goal 4 - We will promote arts and cultural programs and events that bring vibrancy to the
community and compliment the tourist experience.
Theme 2 - Fostering Sustainable Economic Growth
A robust economy is at the heart of a thriving community and enables investment in
environmental protection. While our remoteness is a key attribute, it also presents
challenges for attracting new business and investment. We must also meet the challenges
of fierce competition in the tourism sector. Council will partner with industry to build,
diversify and promote the Douglas economy. Council will design and deliver infrastructure,
strategies and services that support the local economy and businesses.
Goal 2 - We will work with partners to promote the Shire as the World’s leading sustainable
tropical destination and encourage business investment.
Operational Plan 2020-2021 Actions:
2.2.1 - Review the governance and funding model of TPDD. Refocus the key performance
indicators of the organisation and build stronger ties with TTNQ.
COUNCIL’S ROLE
Council can play several different roles in certain circumstances and it is important to be
clear about which role is appropriate for a specific purpose or circumstance. The
implementation of actions will be a collective effort and Council’s involvement will vary from
information only through to full responsibility for delivery.
The following areas outline where Council has a clear responsibility to act:
Funder

Council often partly funds services, events or community organisations
through grants, donations, subsidies and in-kind support. Council will
apply robust governance to ensure that such funding is fair and
appropriate.

CONSULTATION
Internal:

Nil

External:

Nil

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
Nil
ATTACHMENTS
1.
2.
3.

Tourism Port Douglas Daintree Destination Tourism Plan 2025 Draft [5.6.1 - 38 pages]
Tourism Port Douglas Daintree Event Strategy 2025 [5.6.2 - 41 pages]
Tourism Port Douglas Daintree Brand Review 2021 [5.6.3 - 21 pages]
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PORT DOUGLAS DAINTREE
DESTINATION TOURISM PLAN 2025
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Tourism Port Douglas Daintree acknowledges the
custodianship of the Daintree Rainforest and Great
Barrier Reef by the local Kuku Yalanji and Yirraganydji
people whose rich cultures, heritage values, enduring
connections and shared efforts protect our natural
assets for future generations.
We pay our respect to Elders past, present and
acknowledge future generations. We acknowledge
the contribution made by the Kuku Yalanji and
Yirraganydji people in the promotion and development
of the visitor economy.
We acknowledge visitors from across Australia and
the globe and welcome them to this special place.

2
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PURPOSE

The purpose of the Tourism Port Douglas Daintree Destination
Tourism Plan (DTP) is to provide long-term vision and
strategic direction for the Port Douglas Daintree Region,
providing a framework through collaboration to maximise the
economic benefits of the visitor economy whilst managing
the environmental and social impacts.

“

The visitor
economy is
everyone’s
business

It will help to guide the sustainable growth and viability of the
visitor economy to become more resilient to external threats
and a constantly changing and competitive market.

The term ‘visitor economy’ is referenced throughout the
plan to reflect a more contemporary definition of tourism,
including people travelling not just for leisure, but for
business, work, events, education or visiting friends and
relatives. It brings together those industries that directly
service visitors, for example accommodation, transport
providers, our companies and attractions, as well as
indirectly, such as retail, medical and food production.

4

”

The visitor economy is crucial
for Port Douglas Daintree
region. It is the largest
employing industry in the
Douglas Shire, supporting
2,596 jobs and generating
more than $611 million per year1

THE VISITOR ECONOMY
EXPLAINED

1
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Cooktown
Cairns
Townsville

To reduce exposure to travel restrictions and border closures,
the need to diversify our visitor mix to include geographically
closer markets has been highlighted during the COVID-19 era.

VISITOR ECONOMY

Brisbane

Adelaide

KEY TARGET MARKETS

707,000

Sydney

Melbourne

HIGH VALUE TRAVELLERS

Visitors1

FROM

2,478,000

1. Melbourne/Victoria 2. Sydney/NSW 3. Brisbane/SEQld

Visitor nights1

6 nights

VISITOR ICONS

Average length-of-stay1

$611m
Total spend1

2,596
Jobs1

Daintree Rainforest

Great Barrier Reef

Mossman Gorge

Beaches

Cape Tribulation

Port Douglas

Adventure & Discovery

Lifestyle, Culture
& People

Events

85%

Visit for holiday purposes1
Port Douglas Daintree is a holiday
destination reliant on tourism, the
largest employing industry in the
Douglas Shire.2

EXPERIENCE PILLARS

Reef, Islands & Beaches

Natural Encounters

Source 1 D
 ouglas Shire Economic Development Strategy 2021 – 2024, Douglas Shire Council
2 TRA Local Government Area Profiles averaged over 4 years 2016 - 2019, Douglas Shire Queensland
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COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGES

THE WORLD’S
OLDEST RAINFOREST

THE GREAT
BARRIER REEF

ABORIGINAL
CULTURE

TROPICAL VILLAGE
LIFESTYLE

We are home to the
world’s oldest rainforest –
the Daintree Rainforest, 80
million years older than
the Amazon.

The world’s largest living
organism. The story of the
reef is one of the most
compelling of our time
– of collective conservation
and protection.

We are the land of the
Kuku Yalanji and
Yirraganydji people, one of
the oldest living cultures in
the world dating back
more than 40,000 years.

Tree-lined avenues,
welcoming visitors to the
tropics. Relaxed coastal
atmosphere in the seaside
and rainforest villages

ECO-LUXE
DESTINATION

CREATIVE CULTURE

WINTER CLIMATE

The location and lifestyle
inspire a creative culture
within the local community
including artists, musicians,
writers, performers and
creators of all kinds.

April to October –
19 - 24°C average day
time temperature.

Port Douglas is the world’s
first eco certified, luxury
destination.

VISION

World’s leading sustainable
destination, sharing
inspirational experiences.

GOALS
Economically Sustainable Tourism

Environmentally Sustainable Tourism

Culturally Sustainable Tourism

IN 5-YEARS TIME
The region collectively increases employment from overnight
visitation to ensure long-term industry viability through inspirational
experiences and year-round visitation and is firmly positioned as the
Eco-Luxe destination of Queensland.

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES

1. 2. 3.
4. 5. 6.

1. G
 ROW DOMESTIC
MARKET

2. ENSURE ACCESS

3. GENERATE
YEAR-ROUND
VISITATION

4. RE-INVENT
THE REASON

5. WORLD LEADING
SUSTAINABLE
DESTINATION

6. ROAD TO
RECOVERY
RESOURCING

OUR UNDERLYING DESTINATION PHILOSOPHY
At our heart, we want to ensure our visitors leave our local community, environment and themselves “greater”.
Collectively we will strive to achieve sustainable tourism.
Ordinary Council Meeting - 29 June 2021
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STRATEGIC
CONTEXT
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OUR BRAND STORY
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“Where the rainforest meets the reef”
Set high in the tropical north of
Queensland, Australia lies Port
Douglas Daintree, the only place
on earth where two UNESCO World
Heritage Sites meet. This is literally
where the Daintree Rainforest
brushes the shores of the Great
Barrier Reef.
Part of the oldest living culture in
the world, the local Kuku Yalanji and
Yirraganydji people are the custodians
of the Daintree Rainforest and Great
Barrier Reef and welcome visitors to
country with experiences from guided
walks to experiential tours where you
can learn and share their culture.
Some 12,367 people call this tropical
place home. Their ancestry heralds
from across the world, many coming
as visitors, but returning to stay. With
them they bring a rich tapestry of
culture and creativity, in an inclusive
community where you feel welcomed.
From the quaint villages and towns
of Mossman to the Daintree River to
the dramatic headland and unspoiled
rainforest of Cape Tribulation, this
place begs to be explored.
Here grows the world's oldest
surviving rainforest (older than the

Amazon), with specimens of plants
that existed millions of years ago and
endemic wildlife including prehistoric
crocodiles, elusive tree kangaroos and
magnificent cassowaries.
Known as the “eco-luxe” of the north,
Port Douglas Daintree encapsulates an
enviable tropical lifestyle. Four Mile
Beach and palm fringed roads lead
you to Port Douglas, a culinary gem of
Queensland. Here you can experience
a magnificent sunrises and sunsets
from each side of the main street and
be pampered in day spas in luxurious
resorts, apartments and guest houses.

“Port Douglas
Daintree named as
one of the Top 100
Most Sustainable
Destinations in
the World”
Global Green Group,
2018 + 2019 + 2020

Snorkellers, divers, fisher people and
lovers of the sea depart daily from
Port Douglas, welcoming visitors on
their vessels to explore uninhabited
islands and the sheer wonder of the
Great Barrier Reef.
This place is one of the world’s
jewels in the crown, where you will
“leave greater”, feeling spiritually
uplifted, revitalised and rejuvenated,
happy in the knowledge our natural
world and ancient culture remains,
just as nature intended.

FLY TO CAIRNS
Ex Brisbane

2hr 15min

Ex Sydney

3 hrs

Ex Melbourne

3 hrs 20 mins

Ex Adelaide

3 hrs

DRIVE

8

Ex Cairns

50 mins

Ex Townsville

5 hrs

Ex Whitsundays

8 hrs
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The Port Douglas Destination Plan is aligned with local, region, state, and
national strategies to ensure maximum leverage and full advantage for the
Port Douglas Daintree Region.

TROPICAL NORTH
QUEENSLAND
NATIONAL

Tropical North Queensland
Destination Plan 2018, TTNQ .

Tourism 2030, Austrade
(on hold).

Tropical North Queensland
Event Prioritisation Strategy
2015 – 2020, TTNQ .

QUEENSLAND
Advancing Tourism 2016-2020,
Queensland Department of Tourism,
Innovation and Sport.

DOUGLAS SHIRE

Nature Based Tourism Strategy
2021-2024, TEQ .

Douglas Shire Economic Development Strategy
2021-24, DSC.

Events Strategy 2025, TEQ .

Jabalbina Tourism Strategic Directions 2020,
Jabalbina Yalanji Aboriginal Corporation.
Port Douglas Daintree Event Strategy 2025, TPDD.
Port Douglas Daintree Brand Review, TPDD.
Strategic Direction 2021, TPDD.
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COLLABORATION
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Further strengthening the
culture of collaboration within
the Port Douglas Daintree
region will be instrumental in
achieving long-term outcomes
for the region. This sense of
collaboration must transpire
across all strategic partners,
the industry and community
organisations and all levels
of government.

TOURISM PORT DOUGLAS DAINTREE (TPDD)
leadership to advance the
1. Market Expansion - Stimulate
visitor economy.
year-round visitation. Build
destination demand through
4. Sustainable Leadership marketing to reduce fluctuations.
Build awareness and ability
for the destination to deliver
2. Destination Experience sustainable tourism experiences.
Support new experiences and
enhance visitor experience.
5. Digital Leadership – Maximise
3. Advocacy – Stakeholder
collaboration, lobbying and

INDUSTRY OPERATORS

STRATEGIC REGIONAL, STATE
AND NATIONAL PARTNERS
Tourism Tropical North
Queensland (TTNQ )

STR A
AND TEG
NA I
TI

NAL, STATE
GIO
RE AL PARTNERS
N
O

TOURISM PORT
DOUGLAS
DAINTREE
(TPDD)

C

INDUSTRY O
PE

• Visitor economy businesses.
• Tourism operators.
• Local businesses and community.

S
OR
T
RA

digital technology and
capability to promote PDD.

• Official Regional Tourism
Organisation.
• Tourism Leader + Advocacy.
• Destination brand + marketing.
• Digital and social media platforms.
Tourism and Events
Queensland (TEQ )
• Statutory body of the
Qld Government.
• Marketing, destination and
experience development.
• Destination and major
events agency.
Tourism Australia (TA) and Tourism
Research Australia (TRA)

LO
RS
CAL
PARTNE
LOCAL PARTNERS
Douglas Shire Council (DSC)
• Leadership, lobbying and support.
• Providing public infrastructure and services such as public facilities to
enhance the visitor experience.
• Policies pertaining to council land and assets to manage the impact of
tourism for the community.
Jabalbina Yalanji Aboriginal Corporation
• Official Prescribed Body Corporate (PBC) who administers land on behalf
of the Eastern Kuku Yalanji people of the Daintree.
• Indigenous input and advice.
• Indigenous experience and welcome to country providers.
Douglas Chamber of Commerce
• The voice of business for Douglas Shire
• Business support and capacity buildingOrdinary Council Meeting - 29 June 2021
• Advocating for small business

• Digital + social media platforms.
• Tourism trends.
• Visitor statistics.
Ecotourism Association
of Australia (EAA)
• Inspiring environmentally
sustainable and culturally
responsible tourism.
Environment Agencies/
Departments
• Great Barrier Reef Management
Park Authority (GRMPA).
• Wet Tropics Management
Authority (WTMA).
• Qld National Parks, Sport
& Recreation.
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SITUATION
ANALYSIS
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EXPERIENCE OFFERINGS
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The Port Douglas Daintree Region’s key tourism experiences links to the Tourism and
Events Queensland’s Experience Framework. The Experience Framework identifies
five key Experience Pillars, supporting Hero Experiences that reflect the heart and
soul of the Queensland story and represents our competitive advantage.

Port Douglas Daintree is the home
and gateway to two natural iconic
wonders of the world, the Daintree
Rainforest and the Great Barrier Reef.

EXPERIENCE PILLARS

REEF, ISLANDS &
BEACHES

NATURAL
ENCOUNTERS

ADVENTURE &
DISCOVERY

LIFESTYLE,
CULTURE & PEOPLE

Great Barrier Reef.

Daintree Rainforest.

Jungle tours.

Closest point to the
outer GBR.

Mossman Gorge.

Crocodile
Adventures.

Aboriginal
experiences and
cultural tours.

4 Mile Beach.
Snorkelling and
diving the GBR.

12

Cape Tribulation.
Swim with Dwarf
Minke Whales.
Wildlife of the
Rainforest from
tree kangaroos
to cassowaries
to saltwater
crocodiles.

Mountain biking.
Kitesurfing & standup paddle boarding.
4WDrive tours.

Fresh seafood.
Tropical fruits and
bush tucker tasting.
Distinctive local
produce.

EVENTS
Port Douglas
Carnevale.
Port Douglas
Raceweek.
Port Shorts Film Fest
Ironman.
Mountain Biking.
Sustainable arts
festivals.

Great Tropical Drive.
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We are the home of where the rainforest meets the reef, and in line with the
Tourism Tropical North Queensland experience pillars, our unique selling points are:

THE WORLD’S OLDEST
RAINFOREST

THE GREAT
BARRIER REEF

ABORIGINAL
CULTURE

The world’s largest living
organism. The story of the reef
is one of the most compelling
of our time – of collective
conservation and protection.

We are the land of the Kuku
Yalanji and Yirraganydji people,
one of the oldest living cultures
in the world dating back more
than 40,000 years.

Winter Climate

Tropical Village Lifestyle

Creative Culture

April to October – 19 - 24°C
average day time temperature.

Tree-lined avenues, welcoming
visitors to the tropics.

The location and lifestyle
inspire a creative culture
within the local community
including artists, musicians,
writers, performers and
creators of all kinds.

We are home to the world’s
oldest rainforest – the Daintree
Rainforest, 80 million years
older than the Amazon.

Relaxed coastal atmosphere in
the seaside and rainforest villages
of Port Douglas, Mossman,
Daintree and Cape Tribulation
(just to name a few!).
Stunning coastal drive.

The only place on earth
where two UNESCO World
Heritage Sites meet.

Closest accessible point to outer
Great Barrier Reef and Low Isles.

Eco-Luxe Destination
Port Douglas is the world’s
first eco certified, luxury
destination.

ECO-LUXE TOURISM

FAST FACTS

Eco-Luxe is used to describe
ecologically-friendly luxury and
re-defines luxury in the modern
sustainable world. It is used to
distinguish authentically high quality,
environmentally sustainable products
and experiences from those based on
non-sustainable models.

The Daintree Rainforest is older than the
Amazon, described as one of the most
extraordinary place on earth.
The Great Barrier Reef is the largest
coral reef system in the world and the
only living structure in the world that
can be seen from space.
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The Great Barrier Reef is made up of
2900 reefs and 900 islands.
Six of the world’s seven turtle species
are found on the Great Barrier Reef.
The ribbon reefs off Port Douglas are the
only place in Australia where people can
swim with Dwarf Minke Whales.
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VISITOR ECONOMY SNAPSHOT
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The following snapshot provides an overview of the value
of tourism for the Port Douglas Daintree Region. Domestic
overnight spend per trip is over ten times the average
trip spend of domestic day trippers, highlighting the need
to focus on increasing overnight visitor expenditure (OVE).

TOURISM GENERATES

$611m spend 2
TOURISM SUPPORTS

2,596 jobs1
VISITORS2
The tourism and
hospitality sector is
the largest employing
industry in the
Douglas Shire.1

707,000 Total Visitors
108,000 International
335,000 Domestic
Overnight Visitors
264,000 Domestic Day-trippers

VISITOR NIGHTS2
2,478,000 Total Visitor Nights
1,817,000 Domestic Visitor Nights
661,000 International Visitor Nights

SPEND2
$611M Total Spend
$834 Average spend per trip
$1,437 Average domestic overnight
spend per trip
$99 Average domestic day
spend per trip
$948 Average international
spend per trip
$291 Average domestic spend
per night commercial accom.
$155 Average international spend
per night commercial accom.
$258 Average domestic spend per
night commercial accom.

LENGTH OF STAY2
Average length-of-stay 6 nights
Domestic 5 nights
International 6 nights

REASON FOR TRAVEL
– DOMESTIC OVERNIGHT2
Holiday 85%
VFR 15%
SOURCE
1D
 ouglas Shire Economic Development Strategy
2021 – 2024, Douglas Shire Council
2 TRA Local Government Area Profiles averaged over
4 years 2016 - 2019, Douglas Shire Queensland
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52% of visitors to the Port Douglas
Daintree Region from 2016-2019 were
domestic overnight visitors, with
29% domestic day-trippers and 19%
international visitors2.

The TRA does not provide an accurate breakdown of
Visitor Origin for Douglas Shire, however the online survey
undertaken, representing 65% of visitors who had been to
Port Douglas Daintree previously provides an indication of
the origin of visitors being:
1. Melbourne/Victoria
2. Sydney/NSW

TRA Local Government Area Profiles averaged over 4 years 2016 - 2019,
Douglas Shire Queensland
3
Port Douglas Daintree Visitor Brand Survey, 2021
2

VISITOR BREAKDOWN

3. Brisbane/SEQld, and
4. International (pre-COVID)

VISITOR ORIGIN
Melbourne
VIC
Sydney

International
19%

NSW
International (Pre-COVID)
Domestic
Overnight
52%

Brisbane/SE Qld
Regional Queensland
Townsville/North Queensland

Domestic
Day Tripper
29%

Cairns/Tropical North
Douglas Shire
Other (please specify)
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SEASONALITY
Attachment 5.6.1

Visitation seasonality to Port
Douglas Daintree is strongly
influenced by the weather
and school holidays. The peak
visitation period is during winter,
shoulder seasons are spring, and
autumn and the low is summer
during the wet season. The high
fluctuations in the peaks and
troughs have significant impacts
on the local economy and the
natural environment.
The chart to the right illustrates
occupancy levels in the Port
Douglas Daintree Region. July
traditionally has the highest
occupancy followed by August,
September, and June. The
Shoulder months are October,
November, April and May with
February recording the lowest
occupancy levels.
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AVERAGE OCCUPANCY 2019
87.9

84.8

73.9
59.1

51.7
29.1

Jan

Feb

75.2

69.5

53.9

60.1
49.2

38.2

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Events and new visitor experiences
need to be developed and
strategically scheduled during
shoulder and low seasons to
reduce the impact of seasonality
to ensure viable businesses who
can provide full-time, year-round
employment.
With the advent of COVID-19 and
travel restrictions, particularly
in the destination’s key target
markets of Victoria and NSW,
visitation and occupancy during
2020 was severely affected,
with peaks in visitation during
December and January due to
travel restrictions in these key
markets being lifted.
(Source: Average Occupancy 2019,
Tourism Port Douglas Daintree)
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Several emerging consumer and travel trends during the COVID-19
era have escalated, providing opportunities for Port Douglas Daintree
to further differentiate its competitive advantage into the future.

THE
CONSCIOUS
TRAVELLER

THE GREEN
CONSUMER

Reﬂecting a growing concern among today’s travellers for ethical and sustainable
tourism options, seeking holidays that are meaningful and destinations that are open
minded and sustainable. A staggering 86% of global travellers reportedly told
booking.com they would be willing to spend some time on activities that offset the
environmental impact of their stay.

The rise of environmental consciousness, with consumers actively seeking
ecologically friendly products and destinations, to reduce their impact on the
environment and consumption.

I WANT TO
BREAK FREE
During the COVID-19 era, visitation in Australia has increased to more regional and remote
locations, particularly areas of open space, nature and protected areas. At the same time
visitation to tourism “hot spots” and urban locations decreased.

HEALTH, SAFETY
& WELLBEING

With an ageing population and increasingly sedentary lifestyle, consumers are seeking
healthier lifestyles with a focus on maintaining optimal physical and mental health.
During the COVID-19 era, consumers are acutely aware of personal safety for themselves,
friends and family.
Spending time in nature make us feel better. It contributes to our physical wellbeing
by reducing blood pressure, heart rate, muscle tension and the production of stress
hormones.

FIERCELY LOCAL

Another consumer trend that has escalated during the COVID-19 era is the desire to
purchase locally, “holiday in your backyard” and “Made in Australia”. These further
compliment the “Live like a local” trend where visitors from across the globe are seeking
a local connection, to eat like a local, hang out where the locals go and not to be viewed
as tourists.
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KEY MOTIVATIONAL DRIVERS
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Prime travel motivations, attractions and emotions that Port Douglas
Daintree conjures for both previous and potential visitors are:

TRAVEL MOTIVATORS

Rainforest

Reef

Rest & Relaxation

Climate

To have fun

Beaches

Experience
natural
environment

ATTRACTION MOTIVATORS

Daintree Rainforest

Great Barrier Reef

Mossman Gorge

Beaches

Cape Tribulation

Calm

Peaceful

PSYCHOGRAPHIC MOTIVATORS

Happy

Relaxed

Excited

Source: Port Douglas Daintree
Visitor Brand Survey, 2021
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TARGET MARKETS
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VISITOR PROFILE
The average Port Douglas Daintree visitor
is aged between 45-54 years or 65+
years, working fulltime with an average
household income of $138k, travelling
as an adult couple, staying in a luxury
hotel for 4 – 7 nights where they dine in
restaurants, go to the beach, sightseeing
and visit national parks2.

35-54 yrs.
55–65+ yrs.

Rest and Relaxation.

Adult couples,

Experience natural
environment.

Families with kids.

GEOGRAPHIC TARGETS

MOTIVATED BY:
Rainforest. Reef. Climate.
To have fun. Beaches.

1. Melbourne/Victoria
2. Sydney/NSW
3. Brisbane/SEQld, and

Cooktown
Cairns

4. International (pre-COVID)

Townsville

MARKET SEGMENTATION

To reduce exposure to travel
restrictions and border closures,
the need to diversify our visitor mix
to include geographically closer
markets has been highlighted
during the COVID-19 era.

Fly/Drive –Melbourne, Sydney Brisbane.
Self-Drive/Short-Break – Regional
and SE Qld.
Special Interest – food and wine,
eco/nature, arts, cultural, health and
well-being.
Recreational –snorkelling, diving,
hiking, mountain biking, golf, fishing,
boating, sailing.

Brisbane

Adelaide

HIGH VALUE
TRAVELLERS (HVT)3

Sydney

Melbourne

Tourism and Events Queensland (TEQ )
identified High Value Travellers (HVT’s)
who engage in domestic leisure travel,
spend more than the average traveller
on leisure trips, and are aligned to
experiences offered in Queensland.
Port Douglas Daintree provides the
experiences domestic HVTs are
looking for.
Internationally, TEQ and Tourism Australia
target High Value Travellers who seek.
authentic experiences and food, wine,
aquatic and coastal experiences
– all which Port Douglas Daintree can
offer in abundance.

18-49 travelling without children

1.3 million interstate
408,000 intrastate

Travelling with Children

1.4 million interstate
288,000 intrastate

50+ travelling without children

1.5 million interstate
440,000 intrastate

Port Douglas Daintree Visitor Brand Survey, March 2021

2

Domestic High Value Traveller Profiles, Tourism and
Events Queensland

3
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CONSTRAINTS AND
OPPORTUNITIES
FOR GROWTH
The following opportunities and challenges for growth were
identified during the consultation process and to capitalise on
consumer trends.
The challenges represent destination weaknesses and external
threats, while opportunities represent internal destination
strengths and external opportunities.
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ACCESS & TRANSPORT

HUMAN RESOURCING &
DELIVERY STANDARDS

Distance to major populations for
domestic drive market.

Labour shortage with WHMs reduced.

Aviation access and travel time from
airport in Cairns.

Retaining skilled labour force and
limited staffing resources.

Potential travellers nervous of flying.

Variation in operator’s performance
and customer service.

Connectivity within shire for visitors to
rainforest and northern experiences.

Standard of restaurants for discerning
domestic market.

Connectivity for labour to work in
Port Douglas.

INFRASTRUCTURE

SEASONALITY

Limited safe swimming and leisure
areas with close proximity to beach.

Need to grow visitation throughout
the year, particularly summer to ensure
sustainable industry operators and
year-round employment.

Reduced destination representation
from private ownership consolidation
and corporatisation.

to the domestic market.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
Connectivity issues, particularly
limiting ability to promote
extending visit and work from
Port Douglas Daintree.

TPDD
Reduced ability for industry buy-in due
to COVID challenges.
TPDD under resourced for the size of
the industry it represents.
Community resistance (complacency)
and support of tourism.
Annual funding agreements limit
long-term strategic planning.

Lack of hotels rooms, particularly
4 stars.

COVID-19
Region’s reliance on inbound and
interstate markets.

Strata title external ownership limits
reinvestment in refurbishments and
renovations.

Unknown length to inbound
restrictions limits ability to
build demand.

Lack of wet weather infrastructure
to develop more all-weather visitor
experiences and alternative wetweather alternative events.

Future outbound travel pent up
demand in 2022 -23.

Aged signage.

Restaurant closures resulting in
reduced dining options.

Marina precinct development
not completed.

Differing environmental practices
of operators.

MARKETING

Limited markets due to COVID.

Negative Great Barrier Reef
messaging.

Reduced business viability.
COVID safe compliance limits carrying
capacity for suppliers.

Negative and sensationalised
weather message in mainstream
and social media.

Higher staff costs to deliver COVID
safe compliance.

Competition from domestic
destinations closer to our
target markets.
Getting the message of Eco Luxe
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ACCESS & TRANSPORT

INFRASTRUCTURE

HUMAN RESOURCING

Aviation – lobby for new routes.

Development of all-weather events
venue and convention centre to
enable a year-round events calendar
and eliminate the risk of cancellation.

Encourage students during gap year
to work in Port Douglas instead of
travelling internationally.

Self-Drive – for long-haul
and intrastate.
Promote the Great Barrier Reef
Scenic Drive.

DESTINATION MARKETING

Development of safe swimming area
such as a lagoon, splash park for
community and visitor use, close to
the beach and picnic spots.

Be the leader in Eco-Luxury tourism,
positioning Port Douglas Daintree
as the Eco Luxe destination for high
yield visitors.

Development of the State-delivered
Wangetti Trail to exampling region’s
mountain biking, hiking and cycling
opportunities.

Continue Where the reef meets the
rainforest branding, further elevating
its environmental significance.

Interpretive signage to provide
information and a story about the
region. Incorporate indigenous name
and symbol on the signage.

Access to extraordinary wildlife,
including crocodiles.
Communicate with emotions, how
the destination makes you feel.

Major events to change destination
perception of the region.
Stage events during the shoulder and
off-peak season.

TPDD
Community support of tourism
and TPDD.
Collaborate with active operators and
“hunt in packs”.
Build relationship with DSC and
Douglas Chamber.

EXPERIENCES

Year-round marketing aligned to
the seasons, with great reasons
for summer.

Creation of new nature-based and
ecotourism experiences for high
value conscious travellers, with
opportunities to “give back” and
“leave greater”.

Development of a mobile app with QR
code to assist visitors in planning what
they will see and do in the region.
Immerse in virtual reality hiking trails.

Develop visitor experiences that
capitalise on consumer trends for
open space, “live like a local” and
health and wellbeing.

Promote 2021 year of indigenous
tourism and accessible tourism.

Development of 3–4-day packages
with indigenous, eco and exotic
tropical fresh produce experiences.

COLLABORATION

EVENTS

Promote experiences beyond
traditional reef and rainforest.
Build TPDD Sustainability credentials
– Climate action.
TTNQ partnership funding and
leveraging off $12 million spend
FY21 & 22.
Advocacy for industry support
measures and infrastructure.
Lobby and identify increased grant
opportunities, including State and
Federal infrastructure grants.

Link websites with experiences.

Collaboration between businesses to
leverage strengths.
Work with experts in the fishing and
golf industries to drive new markets
and experiences.
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DESTINATION VISION
The only place on earth where two UNESCO World Heritage Sites meet.
Where the rainforest meets the reef.

DESTINATION PRIORITIES
1. Secure our share of the domestic market through boosting
awareness of the destination and drive conversion
2. Ensure access to and within the destination and encourage
greater dispersal
3. Diversification of the visitor mix to provide for more sustainable
year-round growth in the value of tourism
4. Creation of new experiences that drive the regions competitive
advantage in nature-based and ecotourism for high value travellers
5. A stronger focus on sustainability and direct contributions to
environmental conservation and thriving communities

“

World’s leading sustainable destination,
sharing inspirational experiences.
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INTO THE FUTURE
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OUR 5 YEAR VISION
Port Douglas Daintree is firmly positioned as the
Eco-Luxe destination of Queensland, known as one of
the most sustainable destinations in the world.
Increasingly recognised for its inspirational nature based and
ecotourism experiences, Port Douglas Daintree attracts highvalue, conscious travellers.
The destination showcases hard and soft infrastructure that
respects the significant world heritage areas and embraces
our ancient culture and landscape, extraordinary wildlife, exotic
tastes and creativity.
The region works collaboratively across private enterprise, all
levels of government and community to welcome visitors to
ensure their happiness, feeling revitalised with a deep connection
to this place. They leave the destination, the local community and
themselves, “greater”.
As a result, the region collectively improves the environmental
and cultural sustainability of the industry, access, all weather
experiences and year-round visitation creating increased
employment from overnight visitation.
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GOALS
ECONOMICALLY
SUSTAINABLE TOURISM
Creating a sustainable
visitor economy that attracts
responsible investment and
sustains year-round visitation to
ensure viable enterprises and
reliable employment.

STRATEGIC PRIORITIES

1
2
3
4
5
6

ENVIRONMENTALLY
SUSTAINABLE TOURISM
To positively influence and
minimise negative impacts
on our natural environment,
both flora and fauna, to
protect what motivates visitors
to our destination.

CULTURALLY
SUSTAINABLE TOURISM
To maintain, respect and
promote the cultural beliefs,
values and creativity of our local
community of diverse origins,
including our first nations Kuku
Yalanji and Yirraganydji people.

Grow Domestic Market

Ensure Access

Generate Year-Round
Visitation

Re-Invent The Reason

World Leading
Sustainable Destination
Road to Recovery
Resourcing

OUR UNDERLYING DESTINATION PHILOSOPHY
At our heart, we want to ensure our visitors leave our local community, environment
and themselves “greater”. Collectively we will strive to achieve sustainable tourism.
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1. GROW DOMESTIC MARKET
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The need to grow the domestic market, and foster geographically closer markets, has been
further highlighted during the COVID-19 era.

DESTINATION MARKETING
In a highly competitive market, with
Australian destinations currently
targeting the domestic traveller,
securing an increased share of voice in
the media is essential.
Following the Port Douglas Daintree
Brand Review, involving consumer
insights and perceptions gained from
4,697 past and potential visitors in
the key target markets of Melbourne/
Victoria, Sydney/New South
Wales and Brisbane/Queensland, a
heightened focus on incorporating
psychographic motivators is required.
This will include inspiring emotional
drivers to encourage visitors to the
region based on emotions, including
happiness, relaxation, excitement,
peacefulness. Where a holiday in Port
Douglas Daintree will transform them,
making them feel spiritually uplifted,
revitalised, and rejuvenated.
TPDD will continue to market the
region and in partnership with
industry, TTNQ and TEQ .
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OWNING THE ECO LUXE
BRAND

The annual marketing strategy will
need to include additional resourcing
to allow for increased marketing in
this sector, while not jeopardising
resourcing allocated to key interstate
markets, particularly in Melbourne/VIC
and Sydney/NSW.

Named as one of the Top 100 Most
Sustainable Destinations in the World,
straddling two UNESCO World
Heritage areas, combined with the
oldest living culture in the world,
boutique experiences, eco-resorts and
tropical culinary dining, Port Douglas
Daintree has an opportunity to own
the Eco Luxe destination brand space
for Queensland.

An iconic Australian drive, the
Great Barrier Reef Scenic Drive, is
an obvious choice to further promote
and package with PDD experiences
and accommodation.
The development of multi-day (e.g.
3-day, 5-day and 14-day) self-drive
itineraries, including maps, hidden
secrets, experiences, tours and
accommodation, would be ideal for
printed and digital media to be shared
across destination and individual
business websites and marketing.

This will involve creating content,
images, and footage to reflect such
experiences and eco-luxe media
editorial, including social media
influencers, visiting journalists and
trade in this space.

SELF-DRIVE

These drive itineraries can be further
packaged as fly-drive packages.

During the COVID-19 era, self-drive
travel has increased and combined
with the need to target geographic
markets closer to home, the
promotion of self-drive experiences
and packages is essential.
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EVENTS

CONVERSION

As identified in the Port Douglas
Daintree Event Strategy 2025,
promotion of major and hallmark
events will help to amplify the
destination’s profile, can attract new
special interest markets and be a
catalyst for repeat visitation.

There is a high desire among
domestic visitors for Port Douglas
Daintree, and high awareness of
reef and rainforest. The challenge is
conversion and encouraging visitors
to “book now”.
Further increasing and dominating
multiple distribution channels is
essential to ensure the PDD is
easy to purchase.

Most importantly, events can
encourage visitors to “book now”,
converting desire for the destination
into bookings.

Ideally with appropriate resourcing,
this could involve a dedicated
packaging and sales specialist to
work with industry in ensuring
multiple distribution channels
and trade promotion.

The packaging of events with PDD
experiences, tours and bookings is
highly desired. This action could
be incorporated (subject to funding
availability) with a dedicated
packaging expert.

INTERNATIONAL
MARKETING
During border closures, it remains
important to still engage with
international markets, sharing digital
and social media content to ensure
PDD is on potential travel. During
this period could present a real
opportunity for the destination to
be targeting high yield visitors for
potential future travel. Particularly
engaging them in their homes during
lock-down periods.

At the same time, continued
major multi-media coverage of the
destination with year-round package
offers that can be purchased with the
push of a button.

“Where a holiday to Port Douglas
Daintree will transform you,
making you feel spiritually uplifted,
revitalised and rejuvenated.”
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2. ENSURE ACCESS
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Ensuring access to the region and connectivity within the region is vital for a viable visitor
economy. This will include ensuring ongoing air, land and marine access.

AIR ACCESS
Ensuring pre-COVID-19 aviation routes
and growing and diversifying into new
domestic routes will be integral to
help sustain a viable visitor economy
for the Port Douglas Daintree region.
Growing direct international capacity
to Cairns Airport will also be essential
for long-term sustainability.
Significant government funds will be
required to achieve this. The role
of Tourism Port Douglas Daintree is
to work in partnership with Douglas
Shire Council, Tourism Tropical North
Queensland and its industry partners
to ensure the viability of past and
existing services and to support the
attraction of new routes.

INTRAREGIONAL
CONNECTIVITY
Improved connectivity between
towns and village business centres,

MARINE ACCESS

with key attraction motivators and
recreational areas will help to link
key visitor attractions. As identified
in the Douglas Shire’s Economic
Development Strategy, this includes
new cycling routes, particularly to
link the region’s economic hubs of
Mossman and Port Douglas.

Being the closest point to the outer
Great Barrier Reef the Port Douglas
superyacht marina is a pivotal visitor
node and iconic location for the
region. Tourism Port Douglas Daintree
with its strategic partners will continue
to promote access and advocate for
the ongoing upgrading of the marina
and vicinity.

Environmentally friendly transport, such
as eco buses, would help to contribute
to the goal to be an environmentally
sustainable destination.

ROAD
Continued support for the ongoing
promotion and road safety
improvements of the road from
Cairns to Cape Tribulation, known
as the Great Barrier Reef Drive
and ensuring the preservation and
presentation of the route’s natural
and cultural values.

INTEGRATED PATHWAYS
Encourage and support the integration
of cycling and walking trails to link
and encourage dispersal within
and between visitor attractions
and experiences, and towns and
villages and help to attract high-value
travellers interested in active pursuits,
health and wellness.

INTEGRATED PATHWAYS CASE STUDY
Ballina to Lennox Heads 12km.
An integrated walking and cycling trail has been completed between
the iconic headlands of Lennox Heads of Northern NSW and Ballina. The
walkway linked smaller existing trails, showcasing major lookouts and
coastal areas.
This coastal walk links the coastal villages, iconic surfing locations and
scenic lookouts. With the Ballina CBD to encourage visitor spend.
The trail only recently completed has attracted private enterprise with the
opening of Byron Coast Walks developing half, four and six-day guided
walking itineraries and event packages, e.g. Writers Festival walking tours.
Long-term, the plan is to link Ballina to Byron Bay and promote active
events along the trail.
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Seasonality in Port Douglas Daintree particularly during the low seasons from November through to
March has significant negative impacts on the local economy and viability of the visitor economy.

EVENTS

venue would also reduce risk and
encourage event organisers to stage
events during the low season.

As identified in both the Douglas Shire
Economic Development Strategy
2021-2024 and the Port Douglas
Daintree Events Strategy 2025, the
attraction and staging of major events
during the low season will encourage
off-peak visitation and contribute to
the visitor economy.

Upgrading of attractions, venues
and facilities with all-weather
awnings/sails and air-conditioning
during summer would contribute to
the destination’s ability to provide
year-round visitor activities.

Including growing the region’s
profile for hosting sporting events, as
identified in the Douglas Shire’s Sport
and Recreation Strategy, should be
encouraged during low seasons.

YEAR-ROUND BEACH &
WATER FACILITY
Beaches are one of the top five key
motivational drivers for visitation to
Port Douglas Daintree. Low season
for the region also coincides with
stinger season and visitor perceptions
of safety.

BUSINESS TOURISM
Attracting business tourism during
low season would contribute the
development of a high yield market.
As identified in the Economic and
Event Strategies, a pre-feasibility study
to consider options for a dedicated
convention centre would contribute
to the development of high yielding
business tourism market. It would also
enable the bidding for larger and midsize events possible.

A pre-feasibility study and concept
development of a year-round water
facility close to the beach was
identified by many stakeholders during
consultation as a key opportunity to
address seasonality. Such a project
would require the collaboration of
Douglas Shire Council, the local
community, industry and TPDD.

ALL WEATHER
INFRASTRUCTURE

WET WEATHER
EXPERIENCES

Investigation of an all-weather back up
venue, such as an outdoor undercover

Development of “green weather”
experiences and tours by private
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operators, particularly highlighting
the beauty of the rainforest and
waterfalls during this time is
highly recommended. Such
experiences could be packaged
with accommodation and flights
and promoted as “waterfall
season” packages.

YEAR-ROUND MARKETING
The promotion of the green and
waterfall season in conjunction with
events, wet weather infrastructure,
experience development and
packaging will collectively contribute
to changing perceptions of summer in
the minds of visitors.
Continued work with mainstream
media and weather channels during
summer will also contribute to
changing the perception of the region
during summer.
International visitation – the regions
traditional western market will return
once vaccines roll out and borders
reopen. This market presents an
opportunity for high yield visitors
through the shoulder and summer
months to balance the regional market
who generally spend less on travel
experiences when in region.
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With increasing competition, particularly in the domestic market, Port Douglas Daintree needs to
“re-invent the reason” to encourage visitors to view the region as a “new” and exotic destination
as a genuine alternative to overseas destinations. The need to do this will be even further
compounded in the future when overseas borders re-open.
Where possible the following experiences should be developed as year-round opportunities and
as “all weather” experiences.

FIRST NATION
EXPERIENCES
As identified in the Jabalbina Tourism
Strategic Directions, 2020, to
further develop first nation visitor
experiences, a scoping study of
new Bama Business opportunities1
could be undertaken in partnership
with Jabalbina Yalanji Aboriginal
Corporation. This could include:
• Sea country cultural interpretation
for reef operators,
• Welcome to Country daily
performances in key visitor nodes,
e.g., Port Douglas,
• On country cultural heritage
education for small groups and
conferences,
• Supply of arts, artifacts and native
food to accommodation, attractions
and restaurants, and
• Bush Food harvesting and tasting
experiences.
Where appropriate and subject to
resourcing, encourage traditional
conservation messaging and
experiences with the Jabalbina Yalanji
Rangers.
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TROPICAL, TRADITIONAL
& EXOTIC FOOD TOURISM
EXPERIENCES

PUBLIC ART + VISITOR
NODE BEAUTIFICATION
Investment in visual amenities to
improve the visitor experience
across the region is encouraged.
This includes public and street art,
showcasing indigenous and local
artists, encouraging the use of
sustainable and recycled arts.

Increase the profile, demand and
access to the region’s exotic and
tropical fresh produce, food and
drinks. Support the establishment of a
Food Tourism Working Group1
Incorporate the food tourism
experience within existing
tours, events, attractions and
accommodation. Promote the
development of new food tourism
experiences, such as on-farm
experiences, brunch with the
producers and traditional plants for
health and medicinal purposes.

Beautification of visitor nodes and
public amenities, including transport
nodes, such as the Daintree River
Crossing, CBDs, walking tracks,
lookouts, parks, aged buildings
and waterfront areas would lift first
impressions and help to showcase and
reflect the local creative community.
These initiatives support DSC desire
to increase the amount of public art
across the region.

ECO LUXE EXPERIENCES
To ensure the delivery of an eco-luxe
experience, further development of
experiences across the region will
be required, building on experiences
similar to the Daintree Wellness Spa,
intimate and small group Jabalbina
Yalanji experiences in exclusive
locations. Encouragement of existing
tour and accommodation providers to
develop eco-luxe style experiences that
are distinctive to their particular town
or village geographic location and
culture. This could include an eco-luxe
experiences development program
within a larger sustainable tourism
industry capacity building program.

MOSSMAN BOTANIC
GARDEN DEVELOPMENT
To support the establishment of an
iconic world-class botanic garden
in Mossman showcasing the unique
botanical collections of the UNESCO
world heritage listed rainforests in
Tropical North Queensland. The
concept plan features state-of-the
art bio-security facility, restaurant
and functions areas, art gallery,
amphitheatre and wetlands.
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TPDD and Douglas Shire Council are committed to preserving the unique appeal of the region by
strengthening its Eco Destination Certification with Ecotourism Australia and supporting nature
based and environmentally and culturally sustainable enterprises.

WANGETTI TRAIL
The development of the Statedelivered Wangetti Trail and exploring
opportunities to expand the region’s
offering in adventure tourism,
including mountain-biking, hiking and
cycling experiences, will contribute
to solidifying the destination’s
sustainable status.1
World class trails, such as the
Wangetti Trail, will help the destination
attract non-powered sporting events
and meet the needs of health and
environmentally conscious visitors.

SUSTAINABLE BEST
PRACTICE PROGRAM

NATURALLY OCCURRING
EVENTS

To enable industry and organisations
within the destination to contribute
to achieving sustainable best
practice and meeting the growing
demand from conscious and green
travellers, facilitating a long-term
industry capacity building program
is recommended. This could be
facilitated through TPDD and DSC
in partnership with bodies such as
Ecotourism Australia, Queensland
Tourism Industry Council (QTIC), TTNQ
and training providers.

The promotion of naturally occurring
events (e.g. coral spawning, tropical
fruit/mango/mud crab season, turtle
season, full moon rise, sunrise, sunset,
king tide/low tide) and creating
sustainable visitor experiences, multimedia and packaging of them will help
the destination deliver an amplify its
profile and position as a world leading
sustainable destination.2
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2 Port Douglas Daintree Event Strategy 2025
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Significant collaboration, resourcing and identification of potential funding sources will be
essential to effectively implement the Destination Tourism Plan (DTP) and assist industry, quite
urgently, in its road to recovery.

ADVOCACY
Tourism Port Douglas Daintree (TPDD)
will be focussed on destination
marketing driving visitation to the
region.
TPDD will have a strong industry
leadership and advocacy role as a
conduit to enhance partnerships so
the region’s influence is collectively
stronger.
It is only through the collective
influence and positive partnerships
across all levels of government,
industry and community will the
region be able to effectively achieve
positive outcomes to realise the five
-year destination vision.

MULTI-YEAR
PARTNERSHIPS

the DTP. This is required with a sense
of urgency to ensure viable businesses
and employment continues.

To effectively ensure a strategic
approach and long-term outcomes,
TPDD needs to secure multi-year
funding agreements with Douglas
Shire Council (DSC) and strategic
partners. Four-year partnership
agreements with annual outcome
reporting would allow for stronger
outcomes to ensure industry
leadership.

FUNDING
In collaboration and consultation with
strategic partners, TPDD and DSC
will need to identify and apply for
grant funding to enable the delivery
of expanded visitor experiences,
increased destination marketing and
visitor infrastructure.

HUMAN RESOURCING

Where possible, facilitate support
for local tourism businesses, visitor

Increased human resourcing and
specialist expertise is recommended
to ensure the implementation of
actions within the five-year period of

attractions and events to ensure they
are maximising funding opportunities
available for their road to recovery.

“

The region’s influence is
collectively stronger.

“It is not
what we do,
it is what
we cause to
happen”.
GEOFF DONAGHY
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ACTION PLAN &
MONITORING
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ACTION PLAN AT A GLANCE
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STRATEGIC PRIORITIES

2021

2022

2023

2024

2025

1. GROW DOMESTIC MARKET
DESTINATION MARKETING
OWNING THE ECO LUXE BRAND
SELF-DRIVE
EVENTS
CONVERSION
INTERNATIONAL MARKETING
2. ENSURE ACCESS
AIR ACCESS
INTRAREGIONAL CONNECTIVITY
INTEGRATED PATHWAYS
MARINE ACCESS
ROAD
3. GENERATE YEAR-ROUND VISITATION
EVENTS
BUSINESS TOURISM
ALL WEATHER INFRASTRUCTURE
YEAR-ROUND BEACH & WATER FACILITY
WET WEATHER EXPERIENCES
YEAR-ROUND MARKETING
4. RE-INVENT THE REASON
FIRST NATION EXPERIENCES
TROPICAL, TRADITIONAL & EXOTIC
FOOD EXPERIENCES
ECO LUXE EXPERIENCES
PUBLIC ART + VISITOR NODE BEAUTIFICATION
MOSSMAN BOTANIC GARDEN DEVELOPMENT
5. WORLD LEADING SUSTAINABLE DESTINATION
WANGETTI TRAIL
SUSTAINABLE BEST PRACTICE
NATURALLY OCCURING EVENTS
6. ROAD TO RECOVERY RESOURCING
ADVOCACY
MULTI-YEAR PARNTERSHPS
HUMAN RESOURCING
FUNDING
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To implement the Destination Tourism Plan (DTP) to achieve the five year vision and grow the visitor economy
in the Port Douglas Daintree region will require significant collaboration with Tourism Port Douglas (TPDD),
Douglas Shire Council (DSC) TTNQ and across all levels of government, private enterprise and the local community,
including the local Kuku Yalanji and Yirraganydji people.
The monitoring of outcomes of the
DTP will involved going beyond just
visitor numbers, and will include key
indicators of:

The first three indicators can be
monitored through Tourism Research
Australia’s Local Government Area
Profiles issued annually.

ongoing understanding and trends
over time of visitor perceptions,
satisfaction levels, purchasing habits
and intentions to return.

• Visitor Expenditure

Visitor and community satisfaction
levels could be measured through
ongoing visitor and community
surveys conducted through TPDD and
DSC, such as those conducted by
TPDD for the 2021 Brand Review.
Such surveys would help to gain

Monitoring of the plan should be
reviewed annually through the
implementation of the actions
outlined in the 6 Key Strategic
Priorities of the plan.

• Length-of-stay
• Visitor numbers
• Satisfaction (both visitor
and community)

“

Monitoring of the plan should
be reviewed annually
through the implementation of the actions outlined
in the 6 Key Strategic Priorities of the plan.
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THE CONSULTATION PROCESS
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PORT DOUGLAS DESTINATION TOURISM PLAN 2025

The development of this Destination
Tourism Plan has been undertaken
through engagement with Port Douglas
Daintree industry stakeholders,
community and strategic partners.

1
2
3
4
5

The process included an online branding
survey of previous and potential visitors
to the Port Douglas Daintree Region The
survey was sent out via EDM to Tourism
Port Douglas Daintree’s consumer
database and shared via the official
Facebook page for Tourism Port Douglas
Daintree. There were 4,697 respondents
participated in the survey, 65%
representing visitors who had previously
been to Port Douglas Daintree and 35%
representing people with a desire to

ONLINE SURVEYS
Visitor Brand Survey. Destination Tourism Plan Survey.
January – March 2021
DESKTOP AUDIT
February – March 2021
FACE TO FACE CONSULTATION
Facilitated workshops in-region.
8 – 10 March 2021
BRAND REVIEW
Visitor Brand Survey results
April 2021
PORT DOUGLAS DAINTREE DESTINATION TOURISM PLAN
May 2021

At the same time, an online Destination
Tourism Plan survey including local
residents, tourism business owners and
rate payers living outside Douglas Shire
was undertaken with a sample size of
170 people.
In person consultation was undertaken
in region, including facilitated workshops
with industry and strategic partners,
and face-to-face meetings with key
stakeholders.
The process also included a desktop audit
of reference materials.
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We extend a special thank you to the many people who gave their time, input and advice into the making of this
Destination Tourism Plan, including 4,867 online survey participants and the following people who contributed
their time and advice during consultation.
Abi Ralph

Tourism Port Douglas Daintree

Board Member

Al Spence

Garrick House Holiday Apartments

Manager

Alex Whyte

The Boutique Collection

Business Owner

Amy Mail

Douglas Shire Council

Tourism Economic Development Officer

Andrea Cameron

Brett’s Outback Tasting Tours

Owner

Brett Cameron

Brett’s Kuranda Day Tour

Owner

Bruno Bennet

Coral Sea Villa

Manager

Byron Kurth

Managing Australian Destinations

Owner

Cam Charlton

Kleinhardt Business Consultants
Tourism Port Douglas Daintree

Director
Board Member

Christian Jones

Calypso Reef Charters

Ops Manager

Christopher Northam

ACCOR
Tourism Port Douglas Daintree

General and Area Manager
Board Member

Dan Gabbert

Calypso Reef Charters

Sales

Dean Clapp

Crocodile Express & Crocexpresso Cafe
Tourism Port Douglas Daintree

Owner
Board Member

Edward Moyle

Lychee Tree Apartments

Business Owner

Elizabeth Ross

Far North Training
Douglas Chamber of Commerce

CEO
President

Garry Porter

Cairns Airport
Tourism Port Douglas Daintree

Head of Aviation
Board Member

Gerry Ireland

Community representative

Retiree

Juan Walker

Walkabout Dreamtime Adventures
Tourism Port Douglas Daintree

Owner
Board Member

Karen Smith-Marron

Sanctuary Stays/DC Commerce

Owner/Secretary

Kim Marshall

The Port Douglas Beach House

Owner

Kira Calligaris

Tourism Port Douglas Daintree

Admin Assistant

Kupa Teao

Jabalbina Yalanji Aboriginal Corporation RNTBC

CEO

Lani Strathearn

Tourism Tropical North Queensland Tourism Port
Douglas Daintree

Marketing Manager
Board Member

Lawrence Mason

Mason’s Store/Café/Daintree Marketing
Co-Operative

Owner
Chair

Lisa Golding

Douglas Shire Council
Tourism Port Douglas Daintree

Team Leader of Community & Economic
Development
Board Member

Liz Schibig-Edgar

Paradise Links Resort
ARAMA

Manager
President

Liza Dowling

Douglas Shire Council

Technical Support Officer

Mary Martin

Douglas Shire Council

Tourism Economic Development Officer

Mayor Michael Kerr

Douglas Shire Council

Mayor

Megan Bell

Tourism Port Douglas Daintree

Board Member

Michael Nelson

Pinnacle Tourism Marketing

Owner/Director

Mikala McDowall

Tourism Port Douglas Daintree

Business Development Executive

Paul Smyth

Douglas Shire Council

Events Officer

Peter Chegwidden

Outrigger Holiday Apts

Manager

Robin McAdam

Port Douglas Apartments

Manager

Rosie Douglas

Tourism Tropical North Queensland

GM Partnerships & Events

Shirl Lyons

Mossman Port Douglas Pest Control
Douglas Chamber of Commerce

Owner
Committee Member

Steve Molnar

Sheraton Mirage Port Douglas

GM

Tara Bennet

Tourism Port Douglas Daintree

CEO
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PORT DOUGLAS + DAINTREE
EVENT STRATEGY 2025
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This Strategy builds on the Port Douglas Daintree destination
vision to be the “World’s leading sustainable destination, sharing
inspirational experiences”.
It aims to provide the framework and collaboration required to attract
new and grow existing events that will create a long-term, distinctive
competitive advantage for the Port Douglas Daintree Region.
Attracting and growing iconic events that are distinctly Port
Douglas Daintree will increase overnight visitor expenditure to the
Douglas Shire that will generate economic, community, cultural and
environmental outcomes.
It recognises the vital role events play from encouraging visitors to
“book now”, to attracting new, high-yield special-interest markets
and generating business in both shoulder and low seasons for the
entire community.

Sir David Attenborough
described the Daintree
Rainforest as “the
most extraordinary
place on earth”
naming the Great
Barrier Reef and the
Daintree Rainforest
as his favourite places.

These factors are significant to ensure the long-term sustainability of
the region’s most significant industry and employer, which has been so
detrimentally affected during this COVID era.
Long-term, iconic events will continue to build the brand of Port
Douglas Daintree and influence new investment and potential new
residents to the region.
We acknowledge the Traditional Custodians of the lands and waters where we live,
work and create, and pay our respects to their Elders - past, present and future.

Port Douglas + Daintree Event Strategy 2025
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THE STAGE
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(OUR DESTINATION)

The Port Douglas Daintree Region is home to where the reef meets the
rainforest, the iconic, UNESCO World Heritage-listed Great Barrier Reef and the
Daintree Rainforest, the oldest rainforest in the world.
The Douglas Region has a population of 12,367 people with more people
employed in the accommodation and hospitality sector than any other industry
in the region.
Over 28 events (including major, tourism, community and civic events) are
staged annually in the Port Douglas Daintree Region, attracting more than
37,0001 event enthusiasts.

“Port Douglas
Daintree named as
one of the Top 100
Most Sustainable
Destinations in
the World”
Global Green Group,
2018 + 2019 + 2020

With palm tree-lined streets, a spectacular coastline and backdrop of the
Great Barrier Reef, Low Isles and the Daintree Rainforest, the Port Douglas
Daintree Region has a distinct competitive advantage in the areas of a
tropical lifestyle, adventure, sports and tropical food tourism all just 60 minutes
North of Cairns Airport.
Event Capacity Audit Research, 2020

1

DAINTREE &
CAPE TRIBULATION
PORT
DOUGLAS

CAIRNS

ATHERTON
TABLELANDS

TRAVELLING TO PORT DOUGLAS DAINTREE
Cairns ex Brisbane

Flight 2hr 15min Drive 19hr 15min (1,682km)

Cairns ex Sydney

Flight 3hr

Cairns ex Melbourne

Flight 3hr 15min

Cairns ex Adelaide

Flight 3hr

GETTING TO PORT DOUGLAS – SELF-DRIVE, SHUTTLE SERVICE, COACH
Port Douglas ex Cairns Airport

Self-drive 50min – 72km

Port Douglas – Daintree Village

Self-drive 45min – 55km

Port Douglas ex Cairns

Coach 1hr 10min

Port Douglas + Daintree Event Strategy 2025
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WHY EVENTS?
Events allow us to create a sense of place and
celebrate what is uniquely Port Douglas Daintree,
helping us understand our history, culture and their
significance where everybody can participate.
Events are a way to connect the Port Douglas Daintree
community and develop our identity helping us
to create resilience to endure challenging times &
respect the past.
Events are a catalyst to stimulate our economy
through tourism that will generate economic
development and activation of our green spaces and
public places.
Events give people a reason to visit (“book now”) and
an opportunity for us to introduce the natural and
cultural significance of Port Douglas Daintree to new
and repeat visitors.

Port Douglas + Daintree Event Strategy 2025
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Port Douglas Daintree events create
opportunities for us to build:
CONNECTIONS
Social cohesion between our communities and all
local businesses.
DESTINATION PROFILE
Showcase and share the natural beauty of our
region with visitors.
ECONOMIC BENEFIT
Catalyst for economic development and
activation of our public spaces, and
long-term investment and attraction of
potential new residents.

Ordinary Council Meeting - 29 June 2021
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(STRATEGIC CONTEXT)

The Port Douglas Daintree Event Strategy has been developed to align with local, regional,
state and national strategies to provide a long-term, coordinated approach.

Business
Events
Council of
Australia
National Business
Events Strategy for
Australia 2020

Queensland
Govt Dept
of Tourism,
Innovation &
Sport

Tourism
& Events
Queensland

Advancing Tourism
2016-20

Events Strategy 2025

Tourism
Tropical
North
Queensland
Event Prioritisation
Strategy 2015-2020
Destination Tourism
Plan 2021

Tourism
Port
Douglas
Daintree

Douglas
Shire
Council

Events Strategy
2015-2020

• Marketing Strategy
2020/2021
• Strategic Plan
2020/2021

STRATEGY

STRATEGIC ALIGNMENT

Tourism Port Douglas Daintree
(TPDD) Marketing Strategy
2020/2021

Attraction of conference and incentive groups, destination weddings.

Tourism Port Douglas Daintree
Strategic Plan 2020/2021

Extend season through targeting events and attract high yield visitors through
Destination Weddings and Business Events.

Douglas Shire Council
Events Strategy 2015 – 2020

Support and enable events to grow that attract external visitation.

Tourism Tropical North Queensland
(TTNQ ) Event Prioritisation Strategy
2015-2020

TNQ will be internationally recognised as a unique, natural and vibrant major
events destination through event attraction and growth of existing events.

Tourism Tropical North Queensland
Destination Tourism Plan 2021

To grow shoulder visitation and destination dispersal through event attraction
and promotion of sports, lifestyle and cultural events and the attraction of
business incentive groups, meetings and events.

Tourism & Events Queensland (TEQ )
Events Strategy 2025

To showcase the best address on earth, signature experiences and events and
leverage competitive advantage and provide funding for business, hallmark,
major and regional events.

Queensland Government Department
of Tourism, Innovation and Sport
Advancing Tourism 2016-20

Grow events and experiences to attract visitors to Queensland and increase
domestic and international overnight visitation.

National Business Events Strategy
for Australia 2020

Importance of business events as the highest daily yield of any sector of the
tourism industry, with 46% international and 25.7% domestic touring and
bringing accompanying persons for travel pre- and post-business event.

Port Douglas + Daintree Event Strategy 2025
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PRESENTED BY
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(STRATEGIC PARTNERS, ROLE + COLLABORATION)
The Port Douglas Daintree Event Strategy provides a cohesive framework for the development of events that will create
a long-term, distinctive competitive advantage for the Port Douglas Daintree Region. This will be achieved through a
collaborative approach with events, tourism, regional partners and all our local businesses.
Please note that growing events and visitation is not restricted to the strategic partnerships identified below.

TOURISM PORT DOUGLAS DAINTREE

LOCAL PARTNERS

• Destination brand + marketing

Douglas Shire Council

• Digital and social media platforms

• Leadership and strategic direction

• Media PR

• Event support (financial + in-kind)

• Sustainable Tourism Leader + Advocacy

• Venue and green space provider

• Marketing support for tourism events

• Event capacity building

• Enhance visitor experience to promote new
experiences and build industry capacity

• Event attraction
• Event coordinator (civic and Carnivale)
• Port Douglas Carnivale
Jabalbina Yalanji Aboriginal Corporation
• Official Prescribed Body Corporate (PBC) who
administers land on behalf of the Eastern Kuku Yalanji
people of the Daintree.
• Indigenous experience and welcome
to country providers
• Indigenous input and advice

EVENT STAKEHOLDERS

REGIONAL PARTNERS

Port Douglas Daintree Region Stakeholders

Tourism Tropical North Queensland

• Local event organisers

• Official Regional Tourism Organisation

• Local event sponsors + suppliers

• Destination brand + marketing

• Local tourism operators

• Digital and social media platforms

• Media partners

• Tourism Leader + Advocacy

• Volunteers

• Event attraction

• Local community

• Business events
• Marketing support for select tourism events

Major Event Organisers + Sponsors
• Major Event owners + sponsors
• Event suppliers

STATE PARTNERS

NATIONAL PARTNERS

Tourism and Events Queensland
• “It’s Live in Queensland” campaign

Tourism Australia including Business Events Australia
and Tourism Research Australia (TRA).

• Digital and social media platforms

• Digital + social media platforms

• Destination, Business and Major Event Programs

• Tourism trends

• Target market insights

• Visitor statistics

Queensland Government
• Arts Queensland

• Business Events Council of Australia
• Business events attraction and marketing.

• National Parks, Sport & Recreation

Port Douglas + Daintree Event Strategy 2025
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(CALENDAR OF EVENTS)

Our events share the story of our culture and life in the tropics.
The table below illustrates a snapshot of the key tourism events in the Port Douglas 2021 Calendar of Events.
Please note the Calendar of Events does not include community and civic events.

JANUARY

FEBRUARY

MARCH

19-22 Hot & Steamy

APRIL

MAY

JUNE

18-22 Port Douglas Race Week

6 Ironman Cairns

14-23 Port Douglas Carnivale including
Wonderland Speigeltent

JULY

AUGUST

SEPTEMBER

Taste Port Douglas (TBC)

17 Sept - 3 Oct Call of the
Running Tide (biennial)

Salsa Sorenson Golf Day
21-22 Cairns Trail Ultra

OCTOBER

NOVEMBER

17 Sept - 3 Oct Call of the
Running Tide (biennial)

Marlin Challenge

DECEMBER

15-16 Port Shorts
15-23 Croc Trophy

Port Douglas + Daintree Event Strategy 2025
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Events in the Port Douglas Daintree Region are generally staged
during autumn and winter months when the weather conditions are
more consistent and stable. The weather during summer is typically the
wet season and may be associated with commercial risk.
The charts below illustrate the monthly attendance, and the number of
events staged each month. May has the highest event attendance, followed
by September. The months of May, June, August and October have the most
events, which does not correlate with the highest attendance months.
High occupancy for commercial accommodation in Port Douglas is
experienced during June – September, with October – March representing
low and very low occupancy during February/March (Source: STR).

NUMBER OF EVENTS BY MONTH
3

2

2

2

1

0
Jan

Feb

1

0

0

Mar

Apr

1

0
May

Jun

Jul

0
Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

1177

500

0

Oct

Nov

Dec

ESTIMATED MONTHLY EVENT ATTENDANCE
21700

6000

5,348
0
Jan

1000
Feb

0

0

Mar

Apr

0
May
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EVENT SNAPSHOT
Attachment 5.6.2

37k

total attendance

28+
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EVENT TYPE
Food/Wine
– 12%

Civic – 9%

Industry
Celebration
– 4%
Community – 21%
Business/
Conference
– 18%

festivals & event p.a.
(including civic & community events)
Sports – 14%

May, August
& October

Arts & Culture – 22%

peak event months

Port Douglas + Daintree Event Strategy 2025
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EVENT
CAPACITY
SNAPSHOT
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VENUES
29

dedicated conference/event spaces

6	green spaces suitable for festivals
and events
3	halls suitable for group meetings,
training & celebrations
5

sports facilities/clubs

GREEN SPACES
5	green spaces suitable for festivals &
events - Rex Smeal Park, Dixie Park,
Jalunbu Park, Market Park (North),
Market Park (South), under the
raintrees in Mossman
1	green space does not have amenities
– Reynolds Park

SPORTS FACILITIES
1	showground suitable for
sporting events
1	sports complex suitable for
festivals and events
3	Sports clubs/facilities suitable
for corporate events
- Port Douglas Yacht Club,
Palmer Sea Reef Golf Course,
Mirage Country Club

BUSINESS EVENTS AND
CONFERENCES
24 	Total number of meeting and
conference venues

CAPACITY RANGE
18-2,500 (seated)

WEDDINGS
21

Total number of wedding venues

ACCOMMODATION CAPACITY
8,016 Total Bed Capacity
2,882 Total Rooms
520

Total Caravan/Tent Sites

55

Total Cabins

226

Total Cabin Bed Capacity

Port Douglas + Daintree Event Strategy 2025
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VISITOR SNAPSHOT
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VISITORS1
495,000

Total Visitors

106,000

International

389,000

Domestic Overnight Visitors

262,000

Domestic Day-trippers

VISITOR NIGHTS1
2,715,000 Total Visitor Nights
675,000

International Visitor Nights

2,040,000 Domestic Nights

LENGTH OF STAY1
5.2

Domestic Nights

6.4

International Nights

SPEND2 (2018)
$574

Total Spend

$834

Average spend per trip

$1,402

Average domestic overnight spend per trip

$94

Average domestic day spend per trip

$930

Average international spend per trip

$233

Average spend per night in commercial

$151

Average international spend per night

$263

Average domestic spend per night

1 Douglas and Cairns YE Mar 2020 TPDD Only
2T
 RA Local Government Area Profiles 2018,
Douglas, Queensland

Port Douglas + Daintree Event Strategy 2025
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OUR FANS
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(EVENT ATTENDEES)

Events generate tourism for the region, showcasing our
destination and allowing us to share our story with a wider
diverse audience.
An estimated 37,000+ people attended significant events in
the Port Douglas Daintree region during 2019.

WHERE THEY’RE FROM
Events in Port Douglas Daintree attract a significant number
of visitors from Victoria (10% Melbourne, 8% regional
Victoria) and NSW (10% Sydney, 7% regional NSW), followed
by 15% from Tropical North Queensland and international
visitors represent 13% of attendees.
Residents from the Douglas Shire equally account for 17% of
attendees and 20% from Tropical North Qld and Townsville/
North Queensland.

WHERE DO THE MAJORITY OF VISITORS TO YOUR EVENT COME FROM?
International – 13%

LGA – 17%

Other Interstate – 3%

Tropical North Queensland – 15%

Melbourne/VIC – 18%

Townsville/North Queensland – 5%
Regional Queensland – 5%
Sydney/NSW – 17%

Brisbane/SEQ – 7%
Source: Port Douglas Daintree Event Strategy Survey Findings, 2020.
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OUR FUTURE FANS
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(TARGET MARKETS)

Cooktown
Cairns
Townsville

Brisbane

MARKET SEGMENTATION
PRIMARY MARKETS

Adelaide

Self-Drive/Short-Break – 400km radius
– Townsville to Cooktown to Atherton Tablelands.

Sydney

Melbourne

Fly/Drive – Brisbane. Sydney. Melbourne.
Special Interest – food and wine, eco/nature, arts, cultural,
health and well-being, boating, yachting, diving, spa.
Sporting Events – fishing, cycling, mountain biking,
triathlons, adventure racing, golf, marathons.

Business + Conferences – group meetings + conferences.

Weddings – all geographic sources.

Executive Retreats and Incentives

HIGH VALUE TRAVELLERS (HVT)
To increase the economic impact of events, it is recommended
to attract events and develop event experiences to appeal to
domestic travellers who will generate a greater overnight visitor
expenditure (OVE).
Tourism and Events Queensland (TEQ ) has identified such
visitors as High Value Travellers (HVT’s) who engage in domestic
leisure travel, spend more than the average traveller on leisure
trips, and are aligned to experiences offered in Queensland.
These intrastate and interstate markets could offer good
potential for Port Douglas Daintree events which develop
experiences aligned with their holiday needs.
Internationally, TEQ and Tourism Australia also target High
Value Travellers who seek authentic experiences and food,
wine, aquatic and coastal experiences – all which Port Douglas
Daintree can offer in abundance.
Port Douglas + Daintree Event Strategy 2025
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THE CONSCIOUS
TRAVELLER
Reflecting a growing
concern among today’s
travellers for ethical
and sustainable tourism
options, seeking holidays
that are meaningful and
destinations that are open
minded and sustainable. A
staggering 86% of global
travellers reportedly told
booking.com they would
be willing to spend some
time on activities that
offset the environmental
impact of their stay.
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(CONSUMER + EVENT TRENDS)

To maintain competitive advantage into the future, it is important to keep abreast of consumer trends to increase visitor
satisfaction of events and return visitation. In the COVID-19 era, several consumer trends have escalated, providing
opportunities for events and destinations to capitalise on.

LIVE LIKE A
LOCAL

Live like a local - with the explosion of privately managed accommodations, tourism blogs
and publications relating to eat like a local, hang out where the locals go, speak like a local,
this consumer trend has been amplified during the COVID-19 period, where consumers are
becoming “fiercely local”, wanting to purchase made in Australia and local experiences.
Opportunity – further highlight local food and culture by incorporating locally-made and
“home-grown” artists, volunteers, products, and produce. Include local lingo and local
favourite hangouts and experiences.
Incorporate the village lifestyle of the region within event marketing.
Cultural experiences such as the Jabalbina Yalanji “A Day on Country” would be such an
experience to add value and understanding from a local perspective within event programs
from business to leisure events.

LOCAL FOOD

Superfoods & Wholesome Foods are major trends with consumers demanding local
produce, paddock to plate/ocean to plate, and fresh, healthy food options (think organic,
paleo, vegetarian, vegan, gluten-free).
Opportunity – the curation of distinctly local produce, food and experiences available at the
festivals and events and promotion of venues where visitors can purchase local food/dining.
Many event visitors expect fresh seafood and exceptional tropical produce to be available at
events in tropical regions.
Celebrate the seasonality of tropical produce and circular economy practices.

AM I SAFE?
HEALTH &
WELLBEING

Health & Wellbeing – with an ageing population and increasingly sedentary lifestyle,
consumers are seeking healthier lifestyles with a focus on maintaining optimal physical and
mental health. During the COVID-19 era, consumers are acutely aware of personal safety for
themselves, friends and family.
Opportunity – promote the health benefits of the rainforest and particular events from the
power of music and arts to the relaxed and peaceful tropical lifestyle. Further develop
experiences where festivalgoers can be more actively involved, for example, yoga on the
beach, dance, arts and music workshops, massage, mediation and spa.
Incorporate how you will care for visitors, and are you COVID-Safe?

Port Douglas + Daintree Event Strategy 2025
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Community Give Back – consumers want to give back to local communities.
Opportunity - develop the visitor volunteer experience where events are considered
genuine opportunities to give back and add value to the community. Promotion of the
festival volunteers, not-for-profit status and ways visitors can “give-back”.

THE GREEN
CONSUMER

The Green Consumer – environmental awareness and consumer demand for events with
sustainable practices are increasing in importance.
Opportunity – further develop and promote the sustainable practices of events from
recycled art to minimising waste, water, waste energy consumption and environmental
education during the event...ensuring they meet the destination reputation and vision to be
one of the world’s most sustainable destinations.
Become a leader as home of the most sustainable events in Australia.

BREAK-FREE

Break-Free & Uncrowded – during the COVID-19 era, the demand for uncrowded visitor
experiences and to “break-free” have come to the forefront.
Opportunity – to promote “chill-out” zones within event plans and promote uncrowded
experiences pre, during and post the events at locations across the region. Encourage the
development of intimate, less crowded experiences at events and smaller, higher-yielding
attendance.

DIGITAL +
SOCIAL MEDIA

Digital and Social Media uptake across all demographics, interaction and sharing.
Opportunity – Develop a library of high-resolution images and footage (including drone
footage) for significant events across the region and live streaming to increase social media
reach during the event.
Encourage the incorporation of online ticketing from event website shared across social
media channels to make purchasing event experiences with travel packages easy.

Port Douglas + Daintree Event Strategy 2025
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Benchmarking with Local and Regional Tourism Organisations that face seasonality issues, while maintaining a full vibrant
calendar of events was undertaken to identify significant learnings and to further develop Port Douglas Daintree’s
competitive advantage. The local and regional tourism organisations benchmarked included Destination Queenstown
(Regional Tourism Organisation for Queenstown, NZ), Tourism Noosa (Local Tourism Organisation for Noosa Shire) and
Tourism North East (Regional Tourism Board for Alpine Region, Victoria).
Objectives of Tourism Organisations
The key objectives of the tourism organisation benchmarked were similar and included:
• Destination marketing
• Branding
• Increase visitation to the region
• Increase yield and economic benefit for the region
• Attract events to the region
• Support event organisers
Event Attraction and Criteria
To reduce seasonal fluctuations, the tourism organisations benchmarked actively attract business events and weddings
Criteria – Visitation breakdown, O/N stays, reduce seasonality and midweek troughs, economic benefit
LEARNINGS

RECOMMENDATIONS

• Destination Queenstown funding is through memberships

• Seasonality Management – actively attract business
events and weddings with dedicated staff.

• Tourism Noosa receives funding from Council through the
Tourism Levy and memberships
• Tourism North East receives funding from 11 Councils, Visit
Vic and through marketing campaign buy-in
• Noosa, Queenstown,
Queenstown, and North East each have a vibrant
full Calendar of Events
• Destination weddings are high yielding events in Noosa
and Queenstown
• Dedicated Conference Centre – although Noosa and
Queenstown does not have dedicated conference centres,
they actively attract business events, with dedicated
convention bureau staff
• Infrastructure – Noosa closes roads to stage the Noosa Tri
which generates a high economic benefit for the region
and support local business operators
• Noosa manages seasonality by attracting midweek
business events during the low seasons
• Tourism North East manages seasonality by aligning
events to the five pillars and the seasons

• Develop and market future events for people to
return to Port Douglas.
Douglas.
• Establish collaboration between event organisers
and tourism operators to market a collection of
packages and events that are staged during a low
season month under a themed umbrella
• Example theme – Tropical Feast as the overarching
theme with tropical food events incorporating health
and wellness during summer
• Road Closure – The Captain Cook Highway Strategic
Plan recommends closing/part closing the highway
for 2-3 major events that are aligned to the Guiding
Principles
• Community challenges – undertake research to
demonstrate both the community and economic
benefit of staging events in the region vs not having
events in an area where tourism and hospitality are
the greatest employers.
employers.

• Community challenges are managed by illustrating
and promoting the economic benefit for the region
to host events

Port Douglas + Daintree Event Strategy 2025
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The following challenges and opportunities have been identified by participants in
the online survey and during one-on-one interviews.

CHALLENGES

OPPORTUNITIES

Weather

Environmental Significance

• Risk of running events during
the shoulder and off-season
due to weather conditions and
breaking-even with fewer visitor
numbers with limited wet weather
alternatives for open-air events.

• Location to Daintree and the Great Barrier Reef – the only place
in the world with two heritage listed natural wonders beside each
other, reef meets rainforest.

Infrastructure & Event Spaces
• Limited wet weather alternative
venues to stage medium to large
outdoor events.
• Cost to hire and risk of bringing
infrastructure in due to weather
uncertainty.
• Limited infrastructure to stage
events and large conferences.
• Limited unique venues.
• Cost to build infrastructure for
investors – limited ROI with small
population.
Location
• Cost and distance to get to
Port Douglas.
• Cost to stage events.
• Small residential population.
• Competing with Cairns to attract
corporate events.
Events
• Decline in adventure tourism.
• COVID restrictions.
• Limited events listed on ATDW.
Access
• Direct air access, Cairns is a 70km
drive.
• One road to the Daintree makes
it difficult to close for events
(restricting local resident’s access).
• Very susceptible to border
restrictions with high reliance on
interstate markets.
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• Beauty of palm lined avenues, unlike any other region.
• Access to the Great Barrier Reef & first nations culture.
• Be the national leader in sustainable/eco events.
Naturally Occurring Events
Development of experiences and packaging of naturally occurring
events such as:
• Coral spawning.
• Tropical fruits, plants and food harvesting times/seasons.
• Marlin and turtle season.
• Full moon/celestial events.
Stunning Locations
• Develop events that maximise use of our stunning locations,
yet minimise impact e.g., international photographic shoot-out
competition, short-film competition.
Infrastructure & Event Spaces
• Wet weather back-up venue – outdoor undercover venue to reduce
risk for event organisers, particularly to encourage staging events
during shoulder/ off-seasons and the summer season. Build in
consultation with suppliers to ensure infrastructure meets event
organiser needs.
• Infrastructure development for events needs iconic outlook with a
unique indoor/weatherproof venue with character like urban centres
have transformed (think Powerhouses, Tanks, Woolsheds).
• Unique, distinctly Port Douglas Daintree business/conference centre for
up to 1,200 people designed to reflect the natural environment, built
to world leading sustainable design and pitching for environmental
themed business meetings, conferences and symposiums.
• Upgrading facilities for events, e.g., marina for yachting/boating/fishing
events, sugar wharf with facilities and air-conditioning for summer.
Event Development & New Markets
• Strong creative and artistic community.
• Attract events with a focus on tropical lifestyle of food and culture.
• Iconic music event – encourage people to stay 4-5 days (e.g.,
contemporary country music event).
• Engaging professional event organisers to develop and stage events.

Ordinary Council Meeting - 29 June 2021
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CHALLENGES

OPPORTUNITIES

Year-round Sustainability

• Maximising the iconic destination as the event backdrop, e.g. develop
iconic arts/music event with entertainers on a barge on the water with
spectators in Rex Smeal Park

• Ability to be financially viable
enough to withstand external
threats, e.g. weather, cyclones,
pandemics.
• Ensuring wider tourism industry and
services are open in shoulder and
low seasons to support events.

• Develop events that could attract and diversify markets e.g., within
drive radius, and special interest markets willing to travel in shoulder
and summer period.
• Collaborate with TPDD, TTNQ and TEQ as a prospectus and online
resource to attract and bid for events, conferences and incentives.

Resourcing

Sports

• Human resourcing of many events
is based on local volunteers, many
of whom are employed in tourism/
hospitality and aren’t available.

• Opportunity to develop or attract adventure events such as Kite
Surfing, Triple R Bike Race, and Xtreme events.

• Lack of volunteers.
• Limited number of innovative,
event managers with strong
national networks.
• Limited financial resources of
many events to pay for highly
skilled event directors/managers
or art directors.
Funding
• Increasing competition for
grant funding.
• Limited sponsorship
skills/resources.

• Cycling, e.g. UCI Gran Fondo World Series.
• Develop active events around the new Wangetti Trail.
• Pop-up Polo.
• Kite Festival.
• Fishing competition.
• Major golf event in lead-up to the state and national championships in
Nov and early Dec.
Tropical Lifestyle & Food Events
• Promotion of a new food event endemic to the Port Douglas Daintree
Region - tell stories, the greatest variety of high quality rare and
unique produce in the region (e.g., Daintree chocolate, coffee) feature
Indigenous food culture…a food event not seen before.
• Development of seasonal Long Table events.
• Tropical Garden Festival to harness the development of Mossman
Botanic Gardens.
Indigenous Events
• Showcasing local Indigenous culture – Welcome to Country
ceremonies, dancing, arts, cultural workshops.
• Inclusion of the full day cultural package – ‘A Day on Country’ with
Welcome to Country, Smoking Ceremony, Cultural Awareness –
sharing the journey and stories.
• Develop brochure/online guide for event organisers on how to
incorporate Indigenous experiences and liaison, including who to
contact, lead times and so on.
• Develop a free, event with an Indigenous performance on stage in
Port Douglas as a daily “Welcome to Country”.
Distinctly Port Douglas Conferences and Weddings
• Differentiate the Conference and Wedding offering as distinctly Port
Douglas and Daintree, so the destination is not competing with Cairns
and other tropical destinations.
• Maximise Indigenous experiences in conferences and incentives.
• Partner with Cairns to focus on the incentives market for larger
conferences and pre-and post-packaging, particularly with
experiences that can’t be had in Cairns.

Port Douglas + Daintree Event Strategy 2025
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THE HEADLINE ACTS
(OUR COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGES)

Port Douglas Daintree needs to signiﬁcantly differentiate its events and event offerings
to remain competitive into the future.
In order to build our competitive advantage, all events, regardless of their genre (e.g. arts,
culture, food, sport, business etc.) need to differentiate by building on our headline acts.
These unique selling points should be integrated into existing and new event experiences.

THE WORLD’S OLDEST
RAINFOREST
We are home to the world’s
oldest rainforest – the Daintree
Rainforest, 80 million years
older than the Amazon.

THE GREAT
BARRIER REEF

ABORIGINAL
CULTURE

The world’s largest living
organism. The story of the reef
is one of the most compelling
of our time – of collective
conservation and protection.

We are the land of the
Jabalbina Yalanji – the Eastern
Kuku Yalanji people and the
Yirrigandji people, one of the
oldest living cultures in the
world dating back more than
40,000 years.

THE SUPPORT ACTS

Winter Climate

Tropical Village Lifestyle

Creative Culture

April to October – 19 - 24°C
during the day.

Tree-lined avenues, welcoming visitors
to the tropics.

The location and lifestyle
inspire a creative culture
within the local community
including artists, musicians,
writers, performers and
creators of all kinds.

Relaxed coastal and country atmosphere in
the seaside and rainforest villages of Port
Douglas, Mossman, Daintree and
Cape Tribulation (just to name a few!).
Stunning coastal drive.
Tropical food scene.

The only place
on earth where

Accessible to outer great
barrier reef and Low Isles.

two UNESCO
World Heritage
Sites meet.

Port Douglas + Daintree Event Strategy 2025
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THE MAIN EVENT

OUR EVENTS VISION
“Recognised as nature’s world stage for sustainable events, where
people come to meet, celebrate, create, perform and compete in the
only place on earth where two UNESCO World Heritage Sites meet”.

Port Douglas + Daintree Event Strategy 2025
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INTO THE FUTURE
Attachment 5.6.2

IN 5 YEARS’, TIME...
In 5 years, Port Douglas Daintree is
globally recognised as a leader in
sustainable events, inspiring people to
meet, celebrate, create, perform, and
compete in the only place on earth
where two UNESCO World Heritage
Sites meet.
Through events we welcome visitors
to our country of the Eastern Kuku
Yalanji and the Yirrigandji people and
share our valued tropical lifestyle.
We provide creative and distinctly
Port Douglas Daintree event
experiences like no place on earth
and provide an event friend
destination with unique all-weather
friendly venues.
Resulting is a vibrant year-round
calendar of events, including
significant hallmark and multi-faceted
events staged throughout the region
that profile local arts and the natural
and cultural significance of this special
place we call home.
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STRATEGIC GOALS
ECONOMIC CONTRIBUTION
Attract external visitation and increase overnight visitor expenditure (OVE)
for the Port Douglas Daintree Region. Support local enterprises.
DESTINATION PROFILE
Significantly position Port Douglas Daintree as the world‘s leading
sustainable event destination.
ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY
A creative platform to support and educate visitors and community on the
protection of the natural environment and sustainability.
SOCIAL SUSTAINABILITY
Foster local community happiness, cohesion, participation, and access to
events. Increase the profile of local artists and Kuku Yalanji cultural experiences.

STRATEGIC APPROACH
The strategic approach is to develop a year-round calendar of events. This will
include attracting and developing major and hallmark events, grow capacity of
existing events and attract new leisure and business events that will help realise
our vision and strategic goals.

Port Douglas + Daintree Event Strategy 2025
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HITTING THE HIGH NOTES
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CRITICAL SUCCESS STRATEGIES

1. AMPLIFY
COMPETITIVE
ADVANTAGE

5. INCREASE
EVENT ROI +
CONVERSION

2. YEAR-ROUND
CALENDAR OF
EVENTS

4. BUILD EVENT
FRIENDLY
REPUTATION
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3. FACILITATE
LONG-TERM
SUSTAINABLE
EVENTS
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1. AMPLIFY COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
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Port Douglas Daintree needs to continue to significantly differentiate its events and event offerings to remain
competitive into the future and achieve our vision. This will include developing events and venues to reflect her
significant environmental location where two UNESCO World Heritage Sites meet and her tropical arts, food, lifestyle,
and culture of the Kuku Yulanji people.

ELEVATING THE DESTINATION
To give a genuine competitive
advantage, events should leverage
Port Douglas Daintree’s iconic
locations such as (but not limited
to) the Mossman Gorge, Daintree
Rainforest, Cape Tribulation, Port
Douglas and the Great Barrier Reef.
Where possible, event programs
and event venues should strongly
immerse and reflect the region’s vivid
landscapes and unique selling points
of climate, tropical food and produce,
arts and culture.

ELEVATING EVENTS WITH
CULTURAL EXPERIENCES
The incorporation of arts and
Indigenous experiences across all
event genres will assist in profiling the
region’s rich cultural heritage.
This could include the development
of professionally staged Welcome to
Country at sporting, arts, and business
events. Community leaders could
welcome event visitors to the region
and include an invitation to explore
the region’s significant cultural sites to
encourage a richer understanding and
increase regional dispersal.
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Inclusion of a full day cultural package
– ‘A Day on Country’ with Welcome to
Country, Smoking Ceremony, Cultural
Awareness – sharing the journey and
stories in conference programs.
A concept raised by Jabalbina
Yalanji, could be a daily event in
Port Douglas that is staged to
welcome visitors to Port Douglas and
invite them to explore the lands of
the Kuku Yalanji to encourage cultural
awareness and dispersal.

CROSS POLLINATION
– MULTI-FACETED EVENTS
Cross-pollinating events, for
example, sporting events with arts,
food and cultural experiences will
contribute to developing “distinctly
Port Douglas Daintree” events with a
point of difference.

MAJOR + HALLMARK EVENTS
A prevalent theme throughout the
consultation was a strong desire for
more major and higher quality events
with a hallmark event.
Hallmark and major events will
play a pivotal role in amplifying the
destination profile and increasing
overnight visitor expenditure.
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They have the potential to be
a catalyst for repeat visitation,
contribute to destination profile,
infrastructure development and
community connectedness.

REINVIGORATING EVENTS
Some existing events have potential
to develop to major and hallmark
events through innovation and
creative direction of their event
programming and increased profiling
of their events through national and
international media.

PORT DOUGLAS DAINTREE
EVENT SURVEY 2020

56% of survey
respondents stated
their business or
event was not listed
with the ATDW
(Australian Tourism
Data Warehouse)
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Attachment
5.6.2 to see
Attendees
are expecting
something they haven’t seen before
(think Dark Mofo) and to have
more meaningful and immersive
experiences where they actively
participate in the event.

BRANDING, MEDIA PR
+ DIGITAL
To assist events to amplify their
messaging and digital presence
and attract greater media coverage
externally, strategies include:
• Integrating stunning Port Douglas
Daintree destination images into
event marketing, linking the visitor
website and social media channels
to event websites.
• Develop events image and footage
library for use by event organisers
and distribution from TPDD to
TTNQ , TEQ , Tourism Australia for
their use would help to increase Port
Douglas Daintree event profiling.
• Undertake video news releases
(VNR) to regional, state, and

Port Douglas + Daintree Event Strategy 2025
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national media
events will also contribute to
greater media profiling.
• Subject to privacy laws, developing
a database of visitors from event
online ticketing systems to provide
targeted visitor insights.
• Encourage event organisers to
participate in tourism marketing and
leverage with strategic partners
• Develop an event brand toolkit
that aligns with the destination
brand, to include images, footage,
suggested destination copy and
tourism packages.
• Maximising Port Douglas Daintree
exposure at events, e.g., with
signage placement, provision of
destination images and footage to
event organisers for social media
and television broadcasts.

NATURALLY
OCCURRING EVENTS
The creation of experiences,
multi-media, and packaging
around the naturally occurring
events in the region will help
to amplify the destination as
the place on earth where two
UNESCO World Heritage Sites
meet. This could include:
• Coral spawning.
• Tropical fruits, plants, and
food harvesting times/
seasons. Mud crabs and
mango season
• Marlin and turtle season.
• Full moon/celestial events.
• King tide/low tide

• Encouraging established events
to enter business, tourism and
event awards could further profile
Port Douglas Daintree events on a
regional, state, and national stage.
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2. YEAR-ROUND CALENDAR OF EVENTS
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To increase year-round visitation
for the Port Douglas Daintree region
there needs to be more events
staged throughout the
year, particularly over Summer
and Autumn.
Most importantly, as identified by
event organisers are the financial
risk to stage events during Summer/
Autumn due to wet weather, heat/
humidity and fewer visitors, as the
population is not great enough to
depend on a local/regional audience.
It should also be noted in the shortterm, to be financially viable, some
events may require incentives (e.g.
support with in-kind venue hire if
staged in public locations) and
staging in higher seasons.
A balancing of the events portfolio
could be achieved through increasing
the number of business, cultural
and arts events during shoulder
and low seasons.
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GAME CHANGERS
Wet Weather Backup Venue
To overcome the risk of weather
in low seasons, an all-weather
backup venue, such as an outdoor
undercover venue would reduce risk
and encourage staging events during
shoulder and low seasons.
Event organisers have recommended
any construction be developed
with event organisers and suppliers
to ensure infrastructure meets
industry needs.
Upgrading of existing event facilities
with all-weather awnings/sails and
air-conditioning for summer is also
recommended.
Dedicated Conference
and Events Venue
Long-term consideration should
be given to the development of a
dedicated conference and events
venue with over 1,200 capacity to
make bidding for larger and
mid-size events possible. Given
the accommodation capacity of

8,016 particularly with low occupancy
rates from November to March
annually, such a venue would
significantly increase economic
return for the region.
Potential funding for the project
could be sought through Building
Better Regions program and
State and Federal Tourism
Infrastructure Funding.
Road Closure – consideration of part
road closure for 2-3 days a year of
the Captain Cook Highway (part of
the Great Barrier Reef Drive) where
most visitors experience, “where
the rainforest meets the reef” was
identified during consultation for
adventure events.
With the new Wangetti Trail targeted
to be completed in 2022, the region
has the potential to be highly
competitive if road closure/part road
closures could be investigated.
This consideration would only be if
the economic benefit of the event
is greater for the community than
keeping the road open and restricted
to only 2-3-part days per annum.

Offering a social program that includes
networking events in iconic settings, choosing
event venues that make leisure activities such as
shopping, dining and sight-seeing convenient,
and providing opportunities to discover the
destination are all highly appealing to delegates.
TOURISM AUSTRALIA
- ASSOCIATION CONFERENCE DELEGATE BEHAVIOUR.
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“There is so much
opportunity for this
destination in the events
space. Most recently the
Queensland Government
announced John Butler,
Bernard Fanning and
Amy Shark would play
Cairns Summer Sounds
at the Cairns Performing
Arts Centre as part of the
North Queensland Events
Recovery Package as the
region has been hit so
hard by the global COVID
pandemic. We were
contacted through our
partnership with Tourism
Tropical North Queensland
to potentially bid for
possible consideration for
side-shows, but our spaces
and the lack of sizable wet
weather backup venues
removed the destination
from consideration”
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EVENT ATTRACTION + ACQUISITION
The region has the capacity to attract major events, particularly in
shoulder and low seasons.
With its accommodation capacity, attractions and strong dining
experiences, opportunities exist to attract business, sporting, arts
and cultural events.
The development of the Port Douglas Sports Complex and
Coronation Park will allow the region to attract larger sporting events.
The region can currently cater for small to mid-size business events.
The focus of business event attraction should build on the strengths
of the region in the fields of environmental sustainability, food, arts,
culture and Indigenous culture.
Creating an event attraction and acquisition budget, dedicated
human resourcing and partnerships with strategic partners, venues
and accommodation providers will be required to compete with
other regional destinations, as evidenced in the local government
benchmarking undertaken.

TARA BENNET,
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER,
TOURISM PORT DOUGLAS DAINTREE.
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3. FACILITATE LONG-TERM
SUSTAINABLE EVENTS
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GROW EVENT
ORGANISER CAPACITY

HUMAN RESOURCING

Grow event organiser capacity
through training, networking and inkind support resources.
Collaboration through training
workshops and networking
functions for the event and tourism
industry would assist in uniting the
industries and provide operators
with an opportunity to increase
capacity by packaging events
with accommodation, transport,
attractions, tours and dining
experiences.
Event organisers were surveyed as
part of the Port Douglas Daintree
Events Survey to indicate what areas
of training they would attend.
Survey respondents showed the most
enthusiasm for training in “Marketing
and Promotion” which led at 70%
followed by “Social Media” at 55% and
“Funding and Sponsorship” at 40%.

INCOME DIVERSIFICATION
The need to further develop income
diversification and profitability is
required for long-term event financial
sustainability.
Increased income, sponsorship and
reliance on funding was identified
by many events as a major inhibitor
to growth. Strong financial training,
understanding non-profit doesn’t
mean break-even and the need to
generate a surplus to innovate event
programs are required.

Following income and funding,
human resourcing and overstretched
volunteers were cited by many event
organisers as another major inhibitor
to growth.

SHARING OF RESOURCES
Greater networking between
events and the wider tourism
industry and community could
facilitate the sharing of information
and resources, including:
• Co-promotion at events to enhance
the experience and create multifaceted events, e.g. pop-up tropical
food festival at a sporting event
or Indigenous performance and
creative arts at a business event.
• Volunteer exchanges at events.
• Skills exchanges, e.g. one event
shares sponsorship skills in exchange
for risk management skills.
• Co-marketing on websites,
social media and potential data
base sharing.
• Sharing of resources, e.g. fencing,
generators, signage.

EVENT SYMPOSIUM
With 79% of event survey respondents
expressing interest in “Networking
with event and tourism operators” an
event symposium is recommended.
Such an event could include planning
of the event calendar for the following
year (to reduce date clashes),

DESIRED EVENT TRAINING
Event Management
Risk Management/COVID-19
Governance/Board Responsibilities
Customer Service
Funding and Sponsorship
Marketing and Promotion
Social Media
Mentoring
Networking
Training
Packaging
Bookings
Other (please specify)

30%
33%
8%
15%
40%
70%
55%
20%
28%
20%
15%
18%
5%
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PORT DOUGLAS DAINTREE
EVENTS SURVEY 2020

79% of respondents
expressed interest in
“Networking with event
and tourism operators”
followed by 74% expressing
interest to “Feature
events and tourism in my
marketing (e.g. website,
social media)”. 65%
shared interest evenly
between “Packaging with
other event and tourism
operators” and “Promoting
with other event and
tourism operators”.

training and capacity building,
information exchanges and case
studies, incorporating Indigenous
and destination experiences and
networking for event organisers, and
wider tourism industry.

ENVIRONMENTAL
BEST PRACTICE
To further grow a positive profile
for the region and capture green
consumer demand, events should
be encouraged to use environmental
best practice in the delivery of their
events. This may require in-kind
assistance in “how to” and initial
financial incentives.

EVENT TOOLKIT
Develop an online event portal for
event organisers and professional
conference organisers that could
include a ‘clash calendar’, event
templates, brand guide and toolkit
including destination images/footage,
conferencing information, such as
unique locations, settings and venues,
venue/accommodation capacities
and packages, event suppliers and
support networks.
The portal could act as a central, “one
stop shop” for event organisers to
seek government approvals with links
to relevant government departments.

Ordinary Council Meeting - 29 June 2021
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4. BUILD AN EVENT FRIENDLY REPUTATION
Attachment 5.6.2

ONE-STOP-SHOP APPROACH
AND CULTURE
Developing the region’s reputation as
an event friendly destination will be
an essential component in attracting
major events and growing new and
existing events.
Further development of a “onestop-shop” approach and culture
with council, TPDD, TTNQ , strategic
partners and the greater tourism
industry should be a key priority.
A seamless team approach that
responds in an agile way to event
enquiries, event support and major
event attraction will create an event
friendly destination.

CONCIERGE APPROACH
A concierge approach with
major events need to be implemented
to further develop the region’s
reputation as an event friendly
destination.
This would involve a key contact
person/team to be the first
point of contact for major event
organisers. Their role would be to
act as a concierge across multiple key
stakeholders and Council departments
(e.g., DSC, TPDD, TTNQ , TEQ ).
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The contact person/team would
organise a “one-stop-shop” meeting
for the major event organiser with
all key stakeholders as a round table
discussion to facilitate and mobilise
the event to maximise the region’s
return on investment and long-term
sustainability of the event.
The “one-stop-shop” round table
meeting should also include, when
applicable, state and national
representation, e.g. police,
department of transport, national
parks, GBRMPA, the PBC, airport,
liquor licensing etc.

ONLINE PORTAL
Create a major and business event
prospectus and online portal
to attract and bid for events,
conferences and incentives,
targeting major event organisers
and professional conference
organisers (PCO’s).
This could include:
• Conferencing and sporting facilities.
• Accommodation.
• Hiring venues – availability and
booking online.
• Automatic generation of permits.

IN-KIND SUPPORT

• Event ancillary services (e.g., sound,
lighting, staging).

Resources and in-kind that could
be offered to event organisers to
achieve the Event Vision and desired
outcomes of the strategy could
include:

• Events calendar.

• Event evaluation (including online
surveys, event tourism impact
study).
• Event training and networking.
• Engagement of professional footage,
photographers and content creators.

• Event toolkit.
• Branding, images and footage.
Filming locations could also be
included in the prospectus and online
portal to attract the film industry and
content creators for feature films,
documentaries, music and fashion
features and product launches.

• Initial incentives for event
organisers to stage innovative
and engaging events in council
venues and public spaces.
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5. INCREASE EVENT ROI + CONVERSION
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STRATEGIC FOCUS + ROI

Events provide the ideal proposition to
increase conversion, to “book now”.

To increase return on investment (ROI)
for Council and TPDD event funding
and support, investment should
be made based on the strategic
goals of Economic Contribution,
Destination Profiling, Natural and
Cultural sustainability.
It is recommented tiered funding
and/or in-kind support be based on
a hierarchy of events and funding
criteria linked to the TTNQ model (as
outlined on the following page).

MULTI-YEAR PARTNERSHIPS
To encourage long-term growth and
strategic planning multi-year funding
partnerships could be considered,
particularly for events who have
successfully acquitted funding for two
or more consecutive years and who
deliver on four or more criteria.

INCREASE CONVERSION
Port Douglas Daintree is a highly
desirable destination but this
competitive position for attracting
events and event attendees are
hindered by access, in terms of both
travel time and cost.
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Online event ticketing with travel and
accommodation packaging can create
a higher conversion rate; making it
easier for visitors to purchase.
To achieve a higher rate of conversion,
increased packaging of events
with the tourism industry in
Port Douglas Daintree is essential.
This will require more than merely
listing accommodation and
tourism experiences on an event’s
website. It will require actual
packaging of events with flights,
transfers/car hire, accommodation
and experience options.

MULTI-DAY + TRAVEL
PACKAGING
Development of multi-day packaging
will drive increased overnight visitor
expenditure. This could include
multi-day event passes, packaging
with accommodation and value-add
packaging, e.g. sports event with
evening dining and arts experience.

EXPERIENCE DEVELOPMENT
Encourage the development of new
and tailored experiences within
events, such as behind the scenes,
meet the maker and VIP experiences
could increase profit margins
for events to assist with income
diversification, e.g. drinks with the
artist at an arts event, breakfast with
the grower at a food event.

PACKAGING & EXPERIENCE
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
To assist event organisers and
the tourism industry achieve
effective packaging and experience
development (subject to funding
availability), a three-year program
where industry professionals
are engaged to assist in their
development and taking the
event packages to market would
be highly desirable.
It is recommended to select existing
events which show potential, genuine
desire for growth and commitment
over a two-to-three-year period.

Multi-day packages need to be easily
purchased online, and supported with
trade distribution, particularly through
online travel agents.

Ordinary Council Meeting - 29 June 2021
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SELECTION CRITERIA

DESCRIPTION

1. Economic Impact

Contributes to the Port Douglas Daintree Region.

2. Attracts Visitors

Attracts visitors to the Port Douglas Daintree Region, specifically generating overnight
visitor expenditure (OVE).

3. E
 nhances Destination Profile

Enhances the profile and appeal of the Port Douglas Daintree Region.

4. Fosters Community Pride

Drives social outcomes, including community pride, increased profile of local artists
and Kuku Yalanji and Yirrigandji cultural experiences.

5. Financial Sustainability

Demonstrates future growth and long-term financial sustainability.

6. B
 alanced Year-round Events
Portfolio

Contributes to a vibrant year-round and diverse events portfolio, demonstrating
regional equity and dispersal.

7. E
 nvironmental Sustainability

Demonstrates no adverse environmental impacts, and communicates environmental
sustainable practices, including the significant environmental and cultural values of
the region.

The selection criteria relates to a hierarchy of events. For example, to receive significant support, a Hallmark event
would need to meet seven (7) of the selection criteria, while a Major Tourism event would meet five (5) and so on.
A pathway of growth will also be offered through this process for regional tourism events to elevate to major
and hallmark events.

HALLMARK – 7

MAJOR TOURISM – 5

REGIONAL TOURISM – 3

COMMUNITY – 2

Port Douglas + Daintree Event Strategy 2025
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THE PROGRAM
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(ACTION PLAN TIMELINE)

The following Action Plan outlines the priority implementation of critical success strategies
of the Port Douglas Daintree Events Strategy 2025. It is intended as a working document
that is regularly reviewed and updated subject to budget and human resourcing.

THE CRITICAL SUCCESS
STRATEGIES TO “HIT THE
HIGH NOTES” ARE:

1
2
3
4
5

ABBREVIATIONS
TPDD – Tourism Port Douglas Daintree (Local Tourism Organisation).
DSC – Douglas Shire Council (Local Government Authority).

Amplify competitive
advantage

JYAC - Jabalbina Yalanji Aboriginal Corporation (Prescribed Body Corporate).
TTNQ – Tourism Tropical North Queensland (Regional Tourism Organisation).

Year-round calendar
of events

TEQ – Tourism and Events Queensland (State Tourism Organisation).
QTIC – Queensland Tourism Industry Council (peak industry body for tourism).

Facilitate long-term
sustainable events
Build event friendly
reputation
Increase event ROI+
conversion

Port Douglas + Daintree Event Strategy 2025
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1. AMPLIFY COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
Attachment 5.6.2
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STRATEGY

ACTION

STAKEHOLDERS

TIMEFRAME

KPI’S

Elevating the
destination

Encouraging event organisers
to incorporate destination
experiences and images/
content within program and
marketing.

TPDD

2021 onwards

Increased destination
presence and content in
event programs.

Pre-feasibility study/
identification of naturally
occurring events that could
be developed into hallmark
event/s.

TPDD

Naturally
occurring
events as a
Hallmark event

TTNQ
Event organisers

Increased media profiling.
2022-2025

Identify funding
opportunities for concept
development.

2021 onwards

No. of events with cultural
experiences included.

2022-2025

Evidence of increased
attendance or increased
economic impact and/
or destination profiling of
events.

2021 onwards

Increased integration of
destination brand in event
marketing and events in
tourism marketing.

DSC

Identify funding opportunity
for feasibility study and seed
funding/partner to develop
inaugural event.
Elevating events
with cultural
experiences

Incorporate Indigenous and
arts experiences across all
event genres.
Facilitate this process through
capacity building and
partnerships.

Reinvigorating
events to major
+ hallmark
events

Identification of events that
could be developed into
hallmark event/s.

Branding, Media
PR + Digital

Facilitate integration of
destination branding into
event marketing and event
participation and content in
tourism marketing.

Facilitate this process through
capacity building and
partnerships.

Port Douglas + Daintree Event Strategy 2025

TPDD
JYAC
DSC

TPDD
DSC
QTIC
TTNQ

TPDD
TTNQ
TEQ
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2. YEAR-ROUND CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Attachment 5.6.2
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STRATEGY

ACTION

STAKEHOLDERS

TIMEFRAME

KPI’S

Wet Weather
Backup Venue

Backup venue concept plan
developed.

DSC

2021 - 2023

Concept plan completed.

Funding sourced and in
council development plans.

Event industry

Upgrading of
existing event
facilities for
summer

Audit of event facilities with
summer use potential.

Dedicated
Conference and
Events Venue

Pre-feasibility study.

DSC

Identify funding opportunity
for feasibility study and
partner to develop venue.

Event industry

Road closure

Investigate potential logistics,
economic impact of
major events and community
consultation, on a
case-by-case basis.

DSC

Investigate an event attraction
and acquisition budget and
dedicated human resourcing

TPDD

Event attraction
+ acquisition

Concept/costings plan.

DSC

Funding secured.

2022 - 2025

No. of summer-friendly
venues.

2023 - 2025

Funding for concept/
feasibility study
confirmed.

2022-2024

Logistics of possibility
completed.

TPDD Event
industry

Secure funding

Event industry

Community consultation.
Major event/s attracted.
2022 - 2025

DSC

Event attraction +
acquisition budget.
No. of event bids.

TTNQ

Successful no. of bids.

3. FACILITATE LONG-TERM
SUSTAINABLE EVENTS
STRATEGY

ACTION

STAKEHOLDERS

TIMEFRAME

KPI’S

Grow event
organiser
capacity

Develop event organiser
capacity building program,
including (but not restricted
to) income diversification,
sharing of resources, human
resourcing and crosspollination of events.

TTNQ

2021 - 2024

Capacity building
program in place.

Stage an annual event
symposium.

TPDD

Event
symposium

DSC

Participation in training.

QTIC

Visitor attendance
and satisfaction rating
increased.

Event organisers
Tourism industry

TTNQ is better resourced
to execute with TPDD
support for regional
training
2022 onwards

DSC

Attendance and
satisfaction rating.

Event organisers
Tourism industry
Environmental
best practice

Event toolkit

Encourage environmental
best practice in the delivery
of events with incentives
included in council support/
sponsorship, including “howto” assistance.

DSC

Subject to funding, develop
event toolkit, including
branding, content and
templates.

TPDD

Port Douglas + Daintree Event Strategy 2025

Staging of Event
Symposium.

2022-23

TPDD

“How To” kit completed.
Adoption of
environmental best
practice by events.

Event organisers

2021-2022

DSC

Ordinary Council Meeting - 29 June 2021
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toolkit
Use by event
coordinators.
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4. BUILD EVENT FRIENDLY REPUTATION
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STRATEGY

ACTION

STAKEHOLDERS

TIMEFRAME

KPI’S

One stop shop
approach and
culture

Implement a one-stop-stop
approach to support events
with a multi-disciplinary and
cross-departmental approach.

DSC

2021

Multiple partners and
cross-departmental
team in place.

Concierge
approach

Whole of region round table
meeting for major events to
make them happen.

TPDD

2021-2023

DSC

Strategic partner contact,
agreement and buy-in.

Strategic partners

Point of contact agreed.

Events and tourism
industry

PDD Events Team
established.

Event training for contact
person.
Incorporation of importance
of events in corporate
communications across
council and partners internally.

TPDD
Strategic partners

Community

Community awareness
program of the importance
of events – culturally,
environmentally and
economically.
In-kind support

Identify and develop tools
in-house for event in-kind
support, including:
•E
 vent Evaluation

TPDD

2021 - 2022

In-kind support identified
and available for event
organisers.

2022 - 2024

Online portal available.

DSC
TTNQ
QTIC

•V
 isitor Survey
•E
 vent Marketing tools (TPDD)
• Incentives to event
organisers to stage events in
council venues/spaces
Online portal

Subject to funding, a “one-stopshop” approach and develop
an online portal, including the
event toolkit, venues, their
availability, a clash calendar and
local event suppliers.

TPDD
DSC

Use by event organisers,
conference organisers,
film industry.

The online portal would
become an essential toolkit
to support attracting events
and facilitating the process for
event organisers.
Stimulate
Business Events

Encourage supplier
collaboration to elevate the
destination’s reputation as a
place to bring business.

TPDD

2021 onwards

TTNQ
DSC

Develop content and themed
itineraries for event organisers.

Themed itineraries/
content used by event
organisers.
No. of leads created.
No. of Business Events
secured.

Marketing activities to
stimulate lead generation.
Develop proposal template
and distinctively Port Douglas
pitch to increase conversions.

Port Douglas + Daintree Event Strategy 2025
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5. INCREASE EVENT ROI + CONVERSION
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STRATEGY

ACTION

STAKEHOLDERS

TIMEFRAME

KPI’S

Strategic focus
+ ROI

Funding and/or support
policies in-place according to
criteria (as outlined on p. 31)
that maximises ROI for region
from events.

DSC

2021 onwards

Events supported
according to criteria.

Multi-year
partnerships

Multi-year funding agreements
with events who have
successfully acquitted two or
more consecutive years.

DSC

2021 onwards

Multi-year funding
agreements in place.

Increase
conversion

Promote the use of online
ticketing.

TPDD

2021 onwards

Number of events with
online bookings available.

Facilitate uptake through
industry capacity building
program.

Event organisers

Key accommodation
groups packaging.

TPDD

2021 - 2023

TTNQ

Event travel packages
in market.

QTIC

No. of packages sold.

Multi-day +
travel packaging

TPDD

TPDD

DSC

Event organisers
Packaging &
experience
development
program

Facilitate uptake through
industry capacity building
program.

TPDD

Engagement of packaging
and experience development
professionals for 3-year program,
subject to funding availability.

DSC

2022 - 2024

TTNQ
QTIC
Event organisers

Packaging & experience
development program
in place.
No. of event packages
in market.

Experience development is
based around how new and
existing events of all genre
can amplify the unique selling
points of the destination, our
“headline acts”.

Port Douglas + Daintree Event Strategy 2025
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ACTION PLAN AT A GLANCE
Attachment 5.6.2
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CRITICAL SUCCESS STRATEGIES

2021

2022

2023

2024

2025

1. AMPLIFY COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
Elevating the destination
Naturally occurring events
Elevating events with cultural experiences
Reinvigorating events to major/hallmark
Branding, Media PR + Digital
2. YEAR-ROUND CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Wet Weather Backup Venue
Upgrading of existing event facilities for summer
Dedicated Conference and Events Venue
Road closure
Event attraction + acquisition
3. FACILITATE LONG-TERM SUSTAINABLE EVENTS
Grow event organiser capacity
Event symposium
Environmental best practice
Event toolkit
4. BUILD EVENT FRIENDLY REPUTATION
One-stop-shop approach and culture
Concierge approach
In-kind support
Online portal
5. INCREASE EVENT ROI+ CONVERSION
Strategic focus + ROI
Multi-year partnerships
Increase conversion
Multi-day + travel packaging
Packaging & experience development program
Stimulate business events

Port Douglas + Daintree Event Strategy 2025
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APPLAUSE
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(THE CONSULTATION PROCESS)
The development of this Event Strategy has been undertaken through engagement
with Port Douglas Daintree industry stakeholders. Consultation and feedback have been
provided through an online industry survey, one-on-one Zoom calls with event organisers
and other key stakeholders. Unfortunately, due to travel restrictions, face-to-face and
group industry workshops were not able to be staged.

PORT DOUGLAS DAINTREE
EVENT STRATEGY 2025

The process also included a desktop audit of reference
materials and benchmarking Tourism Noosa (Qld), Tourism
North East (Vic) and Destination Queenstown (NZ).
An audit of event attendance and identification of
accommodation bed capacity has been undertaken to identify
infrastructure capacity is available to support events.
Both events and tourism industries were invited to participate
in an online event survey distributed to participants by Tourism
Port Douglas Daintree and Douglas Shire Council. Seventythree respondents participated in the survey.

Port Douglas + Daintree Event Strategy 2025

1

Desktop Audit
October/November 2020

2

Benchmarking - desktop +
phone interviews
October/November 2020

3

Consultation
November 2020

4

Event Capacity Audit
December 2020

5

Events Strategy
December 2020
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A SPECIAL THANK YOU
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To the people who gave their time, input and advice into the making of this strategy, including 73 individuals who partook
in the online survey and to the following people for individual follow-up interviews via “Zoom” during travel restrictions.

NAME

ORGANISATION

POSITION

Alyssa Sanders

Ecotourism Australia

Programs Manager

Amy Mail

Douglas Shire Council

Tourism and Economic Development Officer

Ann Lockhart

Destination Queenstown

Chief Executive Officer

Anna Macklin

Tourism Noosa

Community & Events Manager

Belinda Down

QLD Government Department of Regions

Principal Stakeholder Relationship Officer

Byron Kurth

Port Douglas Events and Hire

Proprietor

Carley Elsum

Ochre Restaurant

General Manager/Partner

Craig Squire

Ochre Restaurant

Owner

Eddie Wilson

Tourism North East (VIC)

Industry & Product Development Manager

Greg McLean

Port Shorts Film Festival

Event Organiser

Kate Giles

Bundaberg Regional Council

Event Coordinator

Kelsey Anderson

Tourism Tropical North Queensland

Manager Partnerships and Events

Kupa Teo

Jabalbina Yalanji Aboriginal Corporation

CEO

Lisa Golding

Douglas Shire Council

Team Leader, Community & Economic Development

Mary Martin

Douglas Shire Council

Council Tourism & Economic Development Officer

Melissa Head

Wonderland Spiegel Tent and Under the Stars

Event Organiser

Mikala McDowall

Tourism Port Douglas Daintree

Business Development Executive

Nathan Clark

Hot & Steamy

Event Organiser

Paul Smyth

Douglas Shire Council

Events Officer

Tara Bennett

Tourism Port Douglas Daintree

Chief Executive Officer
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THE FINE PRINT
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(REFERENCES)

Association Conference Delegate Behaviour,
Tourism Australia 2018
A National Business Events Strategy for Australia 2020,
Business Events Industry Strategy Group 2008
Captain Cook Highway Strategy Plan,
Qld Government Department of State Development, July 2015
Events Strategy 2014-2019,
Douglas Shire Council
Event Support Agreement,
Tourism Port Douglas Daintree, 2020
Local Government Area Profiles 2018,
Douglas, Queensland, Tourism Research Australia
National Visitor Survey Douglas and Cairns Year Ending Mar 2020,
Tourism Research Australia
Port Douglas Sports Complex and Coronation Park Master Plan 2020,
Douglas Shire Council
Sponsorship Prospectus 2020/2021 (Community Celebrations),
Douglas Shire Council
Sustainable Tourism,
Fact Sheet, Tourism Australia 2020
Tourism Port Douglas Daintree Annual Report, 2018-19
Tourism Port Douglas Daintree Strategic Framework 2019 - 202
Tourism Port Douglas Daintree Strategic Plan, 2021
Tourism Port Douglas Daintree Marketing Strategy, 2021-2022
Tropical North Queensland Destination Tourism Plan,
Tourism Tropical North Queensland (TTNQ ), Oct 2018
Tropical North Queensland Event Prioritisation Strategy,
TTNQ , 2015-2020
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PORT DOUGLAS DAINTREE
BRAND REVIEW 2021

Port Douglas Daintree Brand Review 2021
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REALISING OUR VISION
Attachment 5.6.3

166 of 270

To realise our vision, this brand review has been undertaken to understand
the Destination’s DNA and capture the essence of the region through
consumer insights and perceptions gained from past and potential visitors,
industry and local community.

“

World’s leading
sustainable destination,
sharing inspirational
experiences.
The only place on earth where two
UNESCO World Heritage Sites meet.
Where the rainforest meets the reef.

Port Douglas Daintree Brand Review 2021
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2

BRAND CONTEXT
Attachment 5.6.3
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We undertake visitor marketing in partnership and brand context with Tourism Tropical North Queensland,
Tourism and Events Queensland and nationally with Tourism Australia and Ecotourism Australia.

The destination brand is anchored
by our ecotourism and sustainable
destination messaging.

Port Douglas Daintree Brand Review 2021
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OUR AUDIENCE
Attachment 5.6.3
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Cooktown
Cairns

A typical visitor to Port Douglas Daintree is from Melbourne/Victoria, 35 – 54 years of age
travelling as a couple and staying in commercial hotel, resort-style accommodation with
an average length-of-stay of 5 nights.

Townsville

The geographic origin of visitors, in order of priority are:
• Melbourne/VIC • Sydney/NSW • Brisbane/Regional QLD • International (pre-COVID)
Brisbane

MOTIVATED BY:

Sydney

Rainforest

Reef

Rest & Relaxation

VISITOR BREAKDOWN 4 YEAR
AVERAGE 2016 - 2019

International
19%

Domestic Day
Tripper 29%

Climate

To have fun

AGE GROUP

55+
27%

15-34
21%

Domestic
Overnight 52%
35–54
52%

Beaches

Experience
natural
environment

Melbourne

TRAVEL PARTY

Friends/
relatives
travelling
together

Couple
47%

Family group
26%

TRA Local Government Area Profiles, 4 Year Average 2016-2019, Douglas Shire

Port Douglas Daintree Brand Review 2021
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VISITOR + COMMUNITY LED MARKETING
Attachment 5.6.3

To ensure visitor and community led marketing,
consultation with the local tourism industry,
community and visitors was undertaken.
This included an online branding survey of previous
and potential visitors to the Port Douglas Daintree
Region and an online community survey including
local residents, tourism business owners and rate
payers living outside Douglas Shire.

Port Douglas Daintree Brand Review 2021
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VISITOR SURVEY
4,697 respondents
From: Melbourne

LOCAL INDUSTRY
+ COMMUNITY SURVEY
35% hadn’t
visited

Brisbane/SEQld
Sydney
Regional Vic, Qld & NSW

Ordinary Council Meeting - 29 June 2021

170 respondents
65%
previously
visited

Local residents
Business owners
Rate payers living outside Douglas Shire

5

HOW WOULD
YOU DESCRIBE
PORT DOUGLAS
DAINTREE?
Attachment 5.6.3

1. BEAUTIFUL

8. PICTURESQUE

2. RAINFOREST

9. SCENIC

3. REEF

10. STUNNING

4. TROPICAL

11. WILDLIFE

5. NATURAL

12. COASTAL

6. PEACEFUL

13. GREEN

170 of 270

Both visitors and local
community identified
almost identical wording
to describe Port Douglas
Daintree, but with local
community placing a
stronger emphasis on
Tropical and Laidback
Atmosphere.

7. RELAXING

Port Douglas Daintree Brand Review 2021
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HOW DOES PORT DOUGLAS
DAINTREE MAKE YOU FEEL?
Attachment 5.6.3

1. HAPPY

6. JOY

2. RELAXED

7. AWE

3. EXCITED

8. LOVE

4. CALM

9. WONDER

5. PEACE

10. CONTENTMENT

171 of 270

Visitors were asked what
emotions were elicited
when they thought
of the Port Douglas
Daintree Region, how
did it make them feel?

Port Douglas Daintree Brand Review 2021
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WHAT COMES TO
MIND WHEN YOU
THINK ABOUT
PORT DOUGLAS
DAINTREE?
Attachment 5.6.3

1. GREAT BARRIER REEF
2. DAINTREE RAINFOREST
3. MOSSMAN GORGE
4. BEACHES
5. CAPE TRIBULATION
6. PORT DOUGLAS
7. MARKETS
8. CROCODILES
9. WATERFALL
10. SNORKELLING

172 of 270

Visitors were asked what
attractions came to mind when
they thought of the region. Both
visitors and local community
identified the same top five
identical attractions for Port
Douglas Daintree, with local
community respondents placing
a slightly stronger emphasis on
Daintree River and mention of
towns. Interestingly, when visitors
where asked what locations they
were most likely go to on their
next visit, Port Douglas was the
most popular response, followed
by the Rainforest.

COMMUNITY + VISITOR ALIGNMENT
The local community was asked what attractions and/or
experiences should be promoted to visitors.
Their top 5 responses were identical to those identified by
visitors who were asked what main attractions came to mind
when they thought of the region.
Port Douglas Daintree Brand Review 2021
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TRAVEL MOTIVATIONS
Attachment 5.6.3
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Respondents were asked what would motivate them to visit the Port Douglas Daintree Region.

MOTIVATION TO REVISIT

MOTIVATION IF THEY HAVEN’T VISITED

Rest & relaxation

Rest & relaxation

Climate

Climate

Reef

Reef

Rainforest

Rainforest

Beaches

Beaches

Experience a natural environment

Experience a natural environment

Experience a tropical lifestyle

Experience a tropical lifestyle

Restaurants and dining

Restaurants and dining

Music/performance/festival/event

Music/performance/festival/event

Visit the Great Barrier Reef

Visit the Great Barrier Reef

Diving & snorkelling

Diving & snorkelling

Visiting the Daintree

Visiting the Daintree

Adventure activities

Adventure activities

Fishing

Fishing

Spa & wellness

Spa & wellness

Wedding

Wedding

Sailing/yachting

Sailing/yachting

Spend time with family/partner

Spend time with family/partner

Visit friends & relatives

Visit friends & relatives

Experience Aboriginal culture

Experience Aboriginal culture

Experience a tropical village

Experience a tropical village

Cheap airfares

Cheap airfares

Try local food

Try local food

Shopping

Shopping

Encountering Australian wildlife

Encountering Australian wildlife

Socialising & meeting new people

Socialising & meeting new people

Nightlife & entertainment

Nightlife & entertainment

Eco-accredited products

Eco-accredited products

To have fun

To have fun

Port Douglas Daintree Brand Review 2021
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Rainforest is the key
motivator for those who
haven’t visited previously.
Rest & Relaxation
is the key motivator
for previous visitors.
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LOCATIONS TO REVISIT
Attachment 5.6.3
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Respondents who had previously revisited, indicated locations they
would like to visit on their next visit.

Cape Tribulation

Daintree Rainforest

Great Barrier Reef

Mossman Gorge

Port Douglas

Port Douglas Daintree Brand Review 2021
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PHRASE TO BEST DESCRIBE THE REGION
Attachment 5.6.3
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“
Port Douglas Daintree Brand Review 2021

Respondents, both past and potential visitors,
were overwhelmingly in favour of the phrase

Where the rainforest
meets the reef
with 98% agreeing that it
best described the region

Ordinary Council Meeting - 29 June 2021
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SOURCES OF INFORMATION
Attachment 5.6.3
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Respondents were asked to indicate what sources of information
they would use for future visits to Port Douglas Daintree.

Social Media
E-Newsletter
Internet/Google Search
Travel Agent
Guidebook
Word of Mouth
TV Ads
Print Ads
TV Documentary
Friends/Family
Prior Visits

Port Douglas Daintree Brand Review 2021
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BOOKINGS
Attachment 5.6.3
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Respondents were asked how they booked their previous visit, while visitors
who hadn’t been previously were asked to indicate how they would book.
Online Direct was most prominent for both previous and potential visitors,
followed by travel agents.

HAVE BEEN
Online Direct – 59%

Travel Agent – 15%

Phone/email – 10%

HAVEN’T BEEN
Online Direct – 80%

Travel Agent – 10%

Phone/email – 6%

On the spot – 5%

On the spot – 0.48%

Last minute – 5%

Last minute – 2%

Other (please specify) – 6%

Port Douglas Daintree Brand Review 2021

Other (please specify) – 1%
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VISITOR
NUANCES
Attachment 5.6.3
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BETWEEN PREVIOUS VISITORS AND THOSE WHO HAVEN’T VISITED
PREVIOUSLY VISITED

HAVEN’T PREVIOUSLY VISITED

Rest & Relaxation is prime motivator, followed by Rainforest and
Visiting the Daintree.

Rainforest followed by Rest & Relaxation,
Visiting the Daintree and Reef.

Locations to revisit – Port Douglas and Daintree Rainforest, followed
by Great Barrier Reef, Mossman Gorge and Cape Tribulation.

96% indicated they would travel to
the region.

Sources of information – Internet/Google search
and social media.

Sources of information – Internet/Google
search and social media.

Book online direct, followed by Travel Agent.

Book online direct.

BETWEEN STATES

MELBOURNIANS

SYDNEYSIDERS

BRISBANITES

Motivated by climate and to
revisit due to climate

Motivated by climate

Motivated by cheap airfares/
packages and visiting friends
and relatives

More likely to source information
ahead of visit and use online and
travel agencies to book.

More likely to book online.

More likely to book
online and direct.

FEMALE VS MALE

Port Douglas Daintree Brand Review 2021

First time visit more motivated by music, culture,
events, environment

First time visit more motivated
by fishing

Repeat visit motivated by spa and wellness, weddings,
shopping and eco-accredited products.

Repeat visit for fishing, socialising
and meeting new people.

Ordinary Council Meeting - 29 June 2021
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MOTIVATORS, ATTRACTIONS + EMOTIONS
Attachment 5.6.3
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Prime travel motivations, attractions and emotions that Port Douglas Daintree
conjures for both previous and potential visitors are:
TRAVEL MOTIVATORS

ATTRACTIONS

EMOTIONS

Rainforest
Rest & Relaxation
The Daintree
Reef
Visit the Great Barrier Reef

Great Barrier Reef
Daintree Rainforest
Mossman Gorge
Beaches
Cape Tribulation

Happy
Relaxed
Excited
Calm
Peace

Port Douglas Daintree Brand Review 2021
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TRAVEL
INTENTIONS
Attachment 5.6.3
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96% 82%
of respondents
who had not visited
indicated they would
consider visiting.

of visitors who had
previously visited
indicated they would
consider visiting within
the next 2 years.

THOUGHT PROVOKER
The desire and intention to
travel to Port Douglas Daintree is
strongly imbedded in the
minds of previous and potential
travellers.
THE CHALLENGE IS CONVERSION.
How do we encourage them to “book now”?
How do we encourage them to view the
destination as a “new” exotic destination, on
Port Douglas Daintree Brand Review 2021
par/as an alternative overseas destination?
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BRAND
POSITIONING
Attachment 5.6.3
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BRAND VALUES
{what we stand for}

• Environmental and cultural sustainability
• Custodians of our natural assets
• Inclusiveness
• At our heart, to leave our destination and soul
in a better place

BRAND PERSONALITY
{our human traits}
• Happy
• Welcoming
• Relaxed
• Spiritually lifting
• Transformational
• Revitalising
• Creative

BRAND ATTRIBUTES

{our destination pillars and hero experiences}
The only place on earth where two UNESCO World
Heritage Sites meet - Where the rainforest meets the reef.

Port Douglas Daintree Brand Review 2021
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forest,

The World’s Oldest Rainforest – The Daintree Rain
Mossman Gorge and Cape Tribulation.

One of the seven natural wonders of the world - The

Aboriginal Culture - Of our local Kuku Yalanji and Yirraganydji people.

Port Douglas Daintree Brand Review 2021
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IMAGERY, FOOTAGE
AND LANGUAGE
Imagery, footage and language needs to continue to
reflect and elevate the environmental and cultural
world significance of the Port Douglas Daintree region.
Capturing its destination DNA, steeped in spirituality
that conjures emotions with the ability to transform
people for the better.
Our language should not read like a tourist brochure of
alfresco dining and azure waters but reflect our brand
values and personality that is happy, creative and
welcoming, respectful and inclusive, with the end aim to
lift people spiritually and make them feel revitalised.
Increasingly the brand message, imagery and content
creation needs to share the story and depth of this
special place, its people and world significance to
differentiate ourselves from other beach destinations.
To position Port Douglas Daintree as a new,
undiscovered and exotic location, particularly appealing
to high-value Australian travellers who can’t currently
travel overseas, while continue to engage long-term
with high-value international experience seekers.

Port Douglas Daintree Brand Review 2021
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Set high in the tropical north of Queensland, Australia lies Port Douglas Daintree, the only place on earth where
two UNESCO World Heritage Sites meet. This is literally where the rainforest meets the reef. Where the Daintree
Rainforest brushes the shores of the Great Barrier Reef.
Part of the oldest living culture in the world, the local
Kuku Yalanji and Yirraganydji people are the custodians
of the Daintree Rainforest and Great Barrier Reef and
protect these natural assets for future generations.
Visitors are welcomed to country with experiences from
guided walks through Mossman Gorge to experiential
tours where you can learn and share their culture,
including bush foods and ancient medicines. You’ll leave
with a deep connection to this place and its people that
will stay with you forever.
An eclectic and rather privileged group of just over
12,000 people call this tropical place home. Their
ancestry heralds from across the world, many coming
as visitors, but returning to stay. With them they bring
a rich tapestry of culture and creativity, in an inclusive
community where you feel welcomed.
From the quant villages and towns of Mossman to
the Daintree River and the dramatic headland and
unspoiled rainforest of Cape Tribulation, this place
begs to be explored.
If you are looking for something different and have ever
wanted to go to the Amazon, look no further. Here you
can be dwarfed by king ferns in the world's oldest

Port Douglas Daintree Brand Review 2021

surviving rainforest with specimens of plants that
existed millions of years ago and endemic wildlife
including prehistoric crocodiles, elusive tree kangaroos
and magnificent cassowaries.
Known as the “eco-luxe” of the north, Port Douglas
Daintree encapsulates an enviable tropical lifestyle.
Four Mile Beach and palm fringed roads lead you to
Port Douglas, a culinary gem of Queensland. Don’t
miss the fresh seafood, mud crab, tropical fruits, locally
grown coffee and exotic Daintree chocolate spiced
with rainforest flavours. Here you can experience a
magnificent sunrise and sunsets from each side of the
main street to pampering in day spas in luxurious resorts,
apartments and guest houses.
Snorkellers, divers, fisher people and lovers of the sea
depart daily from Port Douglas, welcoming visitors on
their vessels to explore uninhabited islands and the sheer
wonder of the Great Barrier Reef.
This place really is one of the world’s jewels in the
crown, where you will “leave greater”, feeling spiritually
uplifted, revitalised and rejuvenated, happy in the
knowledge our natural world and ancient culture
remains, just as nature intended.
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